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Speak out ln acta: the time for ♦
*• words has passed. and deeds •—
•» alone suffice. —Whittier
♦
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IS MAKING GOOD

John T. Lane of Weal Rockport Will
Have Bnpervialon of A.4P. Stores

SEN. WHITE'S BILL

’ »»4M

How

Thomaston

Proposes Would Permit Vessel To En
To Honor Its Champion
gage In Both Coastal and
Basketball Teams
Fisheries Trade

It would be an ungrateful town.
Indeed that would not celebrate the
winning of the basketball champion
ship by both its boys' team and Its
girls' team.
This season for the first time ln
the 30 years or more of the Knox and
Lincoln Basketball League, the
Thomaston teams are champions,
and in celebration, a turkey supper
will be enjoyed by them as guests,
and by their fellow citizens at 75
cents a plate, next Thursday at 7
o'clock ln the Congregational vestry
with the Federated Circle catering.
On this occasion the gold basketballs
and the letter sweaters will be pre
sented to the members of the teams
Alfred M 8trout will be toastmas
ter and guest speakers will be F. A.
Winslow and Charles Wotton of
Rockland. Tickets may still be se
cured. at once, from Clifton Felt at
the A.dcP. store. Raymond Young at
Knox Hotel or at McDonald's drug
store.

BRECK’S SEEDS

Crie Hardware Co.

APPLICATION FOR WHARF
AppUratton having been made to the board of Selectmen, by

Ralph D. Leonard foe * license to build a wharf on the East side of

Hatchet Cove, South of Spring Brook, the Selectmen hereby give
notice that they will bo at the proposed location to hear anyone
interested In said wharf, on the first day of May, 1936, at 9 o'clock

In the Forenoon.
R. L. THOMPSON,
MELVIN LAWRY,
Selectmen, Town of Friendship.

IF IT'S WORTH DOING, why not have it done right?
Give your Car a Certified Mobil Lubrication with Specialised

Lubricants

DOBBINS’ SOCONY SERVICE
ROCKLAND. ME.
49*50

PARK AND UNION STREETS,

IT’S TIME TO THINK ABOUT

AWNINGS
Added comfort and attractiveness
to your home at very low cost.
Ask us for an estimate

ROCKLAND
AWNING CO.
18 WILLOW ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

JUST LIKE PAYING RENT
—BUT—
You are your own Landlord when you take a
DIRECT REDUCTION LOAN WITH US

It is a Definite Contract, paid off in
139 MONTHS

And then you have no Lifetime Mortgage to
worry over. Ask us for further information.

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING
ASSOCIATION
50-fl-tf

A bill to permit a vessel to engage'
In both fisheries and coastal trade has!

been reported favorably to the Sen- ■
ate Commerce Committee, by Senator
White, of Maine, and on that report
the committee Thursday voted to re- j

Next Monday will see the open
ing of the baseball season, the
first scheduled game of the TriCounty High School Baseball
League to be played on that date
being Waldoboro at Liberty;
Rockport at Union, and Warren
at Appleton. April 30. Thurs
day, Union at Waldoboro, Lib
erty al Warren and Appleton at
K<xkpwrt.

port the bill favorably to the 8enate.'
with Senator White writing the re
port.
KICKAPOO TO STAY
"The bill is of interest to many per
sons along the coast of Maine," Sena At Least Until There Can
tor White said.
Be a Replacement Giving
"Under the existing law, as recently
Better Service
Interpreted by the Cirruit Court of
Appeals, a license granted for the op- The Kickapoo will remain on her
eratlon of a vessel In the coastwise! Present station until there is a re
trade will not permit that vessel to placement better serving this section
engage In fisheries, and licenses for of the Maine coast.
vessels employed ln fisheries will not This is what Congressman Moran
authorize vessels to take part in our learned when he communicated with
the Treasury Department. The as
coastwise trade.
“This construction of the law means surance came in the form of the fol
that a vessel owner or operator would lowing letter written to Mr Moran by
have to go to a customs house every Stephen B. Olbbons, assistant secre
time the vessel changed from fisheries tary of the Treasury Department:
to the coastal trade, or vice versa, “The Coast Guard had contemplat
with the result that much time would ed replacing the Kickapoo with anbe lost and expense Incurred in ob- other boat, to be used principally for
tainlng the new licenses. Under the [ ice-breaking purposes in Maine waters,
law, so interpreted, a vessel might go However. I am pleased to definitely
to the fishing grounds, bring in its state that I issued Instructions to the
catch to some port at which it would Coast Ouard to defer any action until
then like to take on a cargo for trans- I have had the opportunity of giving
portatton to some other port and' the matter my personal attention and
would be under the necessity of sur- serious consideration. You may rest
rendering Its fishing license and tak- assured that the Kickapoo will be left
ing out a trading license before it where It is until I am convinced that
its replacement would better serve
could do this.
"There are many vessels on the your community."
Word to the above effect was yes
Pacific Coast and some on the At
lantic Coast which are used alter terday received by Miss Lenore Ber.nately for fishing and trading Ths ner. secretary of the Rockland Chain
bill lifts this burden and authorizes her of Commerce,
issuance of a license under which a |
vessel may engage in both fisheries
how ARE YOUR WITS?
and coastal trade."
—
________________ ' If They're Sharp

J. G. WANTS TO KNOW

Tackle

This

One

and Answer It Off-Hand

anJI The following teat is used by a
1 large industrial firm with 244 hours
Wherefores Of Present ajlowe(j fOr its solution. There is no
catch to it. Every fact is relevant.
Day Traffic Violations
and must be considered. Maybe you
can solve It In from 5 to 10 minutes.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette
A train is operated by three men,
In a recent issue of this paper I
Smith. Robinson, and Jones. They
read with Interest Mr Wishmana
are fireman, engineer and brakeman.
article on "Highway Fatalities " Per but not respectively. On the train
haps our safety supervisor will define are three business men of the sam?
his idea of reckless haste. We all names. Mr Smith, Mr Robinson and
know that any speed above 40 miles Mr. Jones
an hour Is not sate. Xf a front tilt
Consider the following data:
goes flat at eien tills speed, does it
1.—Mr. Robinson lives ln Detroit
not take a considerable effort to hold
2.—The brakeman lives half way
the car in the road?
i between Chicago and Detroit.
There Is no excuse for any car be | 3 —Mr. Jones earns exactly 82000
ing on the road with (aulty brakes a year.
if those cars are property inspected.
4. —Smith beat the fireman at bil
The trouble b that some inspectori liards.
5. —The brakeman's nearest neigh
are more interested in the fee than
in highway safety. A short time ago bor. one of the passengers, earned
I noticed a patrolman^ car with only exactly three times as much a year
one light and it stayed that way for as the brakeman.
6. —The passenger whose name ls
longer than a week.
Ls there any excuse for running the same as the brakeman's lives in
into the rear of the car ahead simp Chicago.
Question: Who Is the engineer?
ly because It lias no red Ught? A car
driven at the proper rate of spee,d
with a clear windshield will permit where it belongs—on ourselves as the
Its driver to see the headlight of the proper persons to prevent accidents.
No driver, careless though he be,
car ahead regardless of the tall light.
I admit that owing to the maimer in wtshes to kill anyone, and so in per
which headlights are focused today, fect teamwork, all motorists should
vision at a distance is poor, bilt can help Supervisor Wishman in his
we not cut down our speed at night crusade against accidents.
J G.
to co-operate with our vision?
The alcoholic situation could not
cause accidents because, I think. It
’THIS KITCHEN
gives the driver more confidence and
I know it gives him more nerve. The
SURE NEEDS
one and only cause of accidents, even
A COAT OP PAINT 1
In drunken driving, can be laid at
our own door. Can We be excused i
because we have bad brakes or head- '
lights, or are we so Ignorant that we
don’t realize they are faulty? Any
driver knows when such a condition
exists but too often we put off until
tomorrow what might prevent an ac
cident today.
Wlille I have the greatest respect
i for Comrade 'Wishman as a safety
engineer, I could sit all day and pick
out highway hazards. I should think
that instead of using young boys as
spotters on the "stop" signs in ths
city, a greater volume of business
could be done ln this field on the
State highway.
Another great
menace is the gentleman who passes
a car on the brow of a hill and: in
going by, looks at the driver of the
INTERIOR
rear car to see how he takes it. Then
GLOSS FINISH
there are those who make passing on
curves a specialty. Perhaps these
Is ideal for kitchens
things could not cause accidents, as
and bathroom, walls,
possibly these people have some Inner
sense which tells them that the road
ceilings and woodwork
ls clear.
SEMI-LUSTREHave you ever noticed Jiow many
DURABLE-WASHABLE
care pass by with no horn signal? U
horns are not necessary, why have
them? Could we not make an
example of these curve specialists
and hill passers? Let us not blame
the brakes and other equipment on 442 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME
the car which have no way of rem
47&50
edying themselves. Put the blame

Some

Of

the

THREE CENTS A COPY

AND THE ROOF SHOOK

TIIE BASEBALL GETAWAY

Friends of John T. Lane, son of
Mr and Mrs. Oustave Lane of We»t
Rockport are congratulating him on
his recent promotion as assistant su
perintendent with the Atlantic & Pa
cific Tea Co. For the last five years
he has been meat manager of a store
In Coolidge Comer. Brookline, Mass
where his many customers will miss
his courteous and Jovial manner.
His new position will give him su
pervision over stores ln New Hamp ZACHOW CAME BACK
shire and part of Vermont. Mr and
Mrs Lane 'Sadie M Burgess) and New England's Middleweight
their young son will make their new
Champ An Easy Winner
home ln New Hampshire. The best
of luck and success Is wished, for Mr
Here Last Night
Lane—another "small town" boy who
In the main bout at the Rockland
has made good.
Athletic Club boxing show last night
For Air Mail correspondence you Ad Zachow of Portland. Middle
will want a box of Rytex Feather weight champion of New England,
printed Stationery. Thia is an extra fighting a comeback, knocked out K.
light sheet of paper printed wltn O. lamouche of Waterville ln the
your name and address to match the first round, after flooring Lamouchc
colored printed lining In the enve for the count of eight in the first
lope The price is only 81 AO a box half minute.
Ken Pease of Warren had the edge
for SO double sheets and SO envelopes,
including the printing See samples ln all five rounds with K. O. Dennis
at The Courier-Gazette office. Post of Waterville.
Popeye Manta of Owl's Head best
age 10 cents.
ed John Boardman of Rockland, who
was down for the count of eight ln
the second round and on the floor
with the count of nine at the final
bell.
In a whirlwind opener K. O. Katy
(They Are Tested)
of Augusta had a slight edge over
Butch Wooster of Owl’s Head.
There was a record attendance
408 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Next Thursday night the scene
45-50 again shifts at the Rockland Athletic
Club, and the card will be made up
of wrestling bouts.
Jackie Nichols of Richmond light
"Where did you get your
permanent? It is so soft and heavyweight champion of the world
Is again one of the topllners. his op
natural looking!"
ponent being Fred Bruno of New
That b what people will aay of
York, the Italian champion—two
your hair when you get a perma
falls to win.
nent at—
Mike Tellegen of Vkranla mee‘s
VOGUE BEAUTY SHOP
Eddie McNeil of Boston who is
TEL. 1123-W
84 PARK STREET
known as "The Irish Adonis''—one
At tin. shop you have your choice
of FIVE MODERN Methods of
fall. 30 minute limit. Joseph Ferpermanent-waving.
Our
price
roner of New York will meet Steph
range will suit everybody.
Karas of Lynn and two local boys
47-48
Will be on the mat.

Year Round Local Service

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, April 25, 1936

Whys

House-Sherman, Inc.

Volume 91.................. Number 50.

THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT

Every Feature Of Catholic Minstrels Delighted So Explained That the Layman Can Readily
Understand the Details
Audience At Park Theatre
(By Kay McDonald)
Seldom are the levity of Jests and merit, while nimble exponents of the
the dignity of musical classics com- dance displayed supple grace and
bined in a single production, yet this their costumes were beauteous to bewas the unique arrangement Thurs- hold.
day night at Park Theatre and a
Massed four tiers deep, the
happy coupling it proved. Of the animated group. 60 strong, representriple attraction—minstrels, revue ted. for the most part. Sunday School
and concert—presented under auspi- enrollment. Black boy taste, ln all
ces of St. Bernard's parish, glowing Its variety, found expression ln the
praise may well be lavished ln echo comic costumes of the ends, conof the approval which resounded trasting sharply to the delicate pasthrough a capacity house at its pre- tels and soft shades .worn by the
aentatlon.
1 dancers and vocalists.
Brilliant
Jolllt}' supreme was the direct pro red bows of generous proportions
duct of youthful mirthmakers as were the focal adornment of the
Junior minstrels merrily joked their smiling choristers. Melodious strains
pathway to a glorious finis. Un ln a flowing orchestral groundwork
stinted were the pains and patience lent powerful support, musicianship
of Coach-director Aime Beaudoin in the pit consisting of: Albert R.
ln deftly drawing out the latent tal Marsh, violinist; A. C. Jones, drums;
ents of the youngsters, an invest Clarence Fish, cornet; Marian Clark,
ment of effort which paid rich dlvl- piano; and Vere (Chum) Crockett,
dends ln polished performance. Aides trombone.
Four stars after each of these
ln supervision were Ben Dowling who
centered activities as interlocutor, numbers will give the correct rating:
Miss Rose Flanagan and Mrs. Aime "The Music Ooes Round and
Beaudoin, governor of ivory team Around." George Robishaw; "Lights
Out,"—Belva Robishaw; tap dance,
work.
Lilting choral harmony supplied Beverly Olendennlng; “Alexander's
a sparkling opener, the closing Rag-Time Band." Thomas Pietroski;
strains of which barely ceased when tap dancers—Stella Young and
the jovial end men assumed com Barbara Murray; "In a Little Gypsy
mand and dispensed humor In whole- Tea Room," Victoria Anastaslo;
sale, intestinal glee to the elite but Harmonica Solo, Elizabeth White;
"belly laughs" ln showman's tongue. 'Youre Alf I Need. Leona Powers.
Rose Murglta;
Vying for honors with the ebony- I "Lazy Bones,
hued comedians were vocal and "Beautiful Lady in Blue," Ethel
harmonica soloists of pronounced‘ I
(Continued on Page 8even)

(Address delivered by Frank A.: payable by the employer, and 1 perTlrrell, Esq , before the Rockland 1 cent paid by the employe. This tax
Rotary and Lions clubs.)
! ls graduated one-half of 1 percent
The Social Security Act was sioned «very three years until 1949 when the
by the President of the United tax reaches the high limit of 3 perStates Aug. 14, 1935, and ls divided dent to be paid by the employer and
into three parts,—Compulsory Un 3 percent to be paid by the employe.
employment Compensation. Old Age 11 maY
be seen that It Is an
Benefits or Annuities, and Grants to | Income tax |for employes and an
the States to provide for the care of excise tax for the employers.
There are certain exceptions also
the needy.
under
this part of the Act and they
The first two are based on Insur
ance principles and should be self are practically the same as under the
supporting from the taxes Imposed. Compulsory Unemployment Compen
Compulsory unemployment Insurance sation law except there has been add
ls not a new Idea. The scheme has ed thereto casual labor not ln the
been tried before and the makers or course of one's trade and of course
our Act have probably taken parts the additional one of the Individual
from other Acts of different foreign who has reached the age of 65.
It ls estimated that the tax will
countries. The following countries
have
compulsory
unemployment eventually bring Into the Federal
compensation; Australia, Austria, Treasury about three billion dollars
Bulgaria, Great Britain, Irish Free annually. This tax will be collected
State, Italy, Poland, part of Switzer by the Bureau of Internal Revenue
land. Other countries have a volun and will be collected at this souice
tary unemployment compensation by the employer probably by the use
of a stamp card or a stamp book
law.
method.
• • • •
• • • •
The Act creates three taxes, two of
The benefits under this Act apply
which are levied on the employer.
to men and women alike. No pay
Tlie first is an excise tax on the ment will be made under this act
total payroll on employers of eight until January 1942, and then the
or more people within the United recipient of any benefit thereunder
States. Alaska or Hawaii. The second | mUst have reached the age of 65.
ls an excise tax on employens on [ The amount of monthly payments
Individual salaries paid up to 83.000. to whose who have reached the ago
The third ls an Income tax on em- of 95 and whose earnings have been
ployes up to 83.000.
I jn the aggregate amount of 82.000 or

The Unemployment Tax Is covered more wlU be based on a percentage
by title IX of the Act and begins basis, namely, on-half of 1 percent on
Jan. 1. 1936. The first payment' the first three thousand dollars, one
thereunder will be due ln January twelfth of 1 percent on the next
1937 The tax created Is 1 percent in $42,000. and one twenty-fourth of I
1936, 2 percent ln 1937, and 3 percent , percent on tlie excess of 846 000. The
tn 1938 and thereafter. Thus tax of minimum monthly payment therei course must be paid only by em under will be 810 and the maximum
ployers of eight or more persons em- monthly payment shall not exceed
| ployed ln the United States.
$85 To be eligible to the monthly
There are certain exceptions and payments a wage earner must have
classes of labor on which no tax ls earned two thousand dollars or more
A well attended and interesting
Mr Lawson, with other representa
paid, namely:
otherwise he would be paid a lump
Joint meeting of the Willards Point, tives. is staying at The Thorndike
Agricultural labor.
sum settlement of 3Vi percent of hla
awaiting
the
reply
of
quarry
owners
Long Cove end Clark Island branches
Domestic Service in private home. total earnings.
to the request of the Unions for a
Services as officer or member of
of the Quarry Workers International
If a wage-earner dies before he
further conference on the uniform
Union was held Wednesday after proposed contract which was sub crew of a vessel on navigable waters ' reaches the age of 66 his estate ls
of United States.
I then paid
percent of his total
noon in St. Oeorge Grange hall. Rep mitted to quarry operators prior to
Service
performed
by
an
Individual
wages
earned.
If
death occurs after
resentatives of the Vlnalhaven and Jan. 1.
In
the
employ
of
his
son.
daughter
85
the
amount
that
has been paid
Oak Hill branches were present.
The wage question is at the fore
John C. Lawson, sercetary-theasnr- In the proposed bill of prices for the or spouse Chikl employed by parent him ln monthly Installments will be
deducted from an amount equal to
er of the International, gave a de quarrymen. The men ask an In when child under 21.
Service performed in the employ 31* percent of his total earnings and
tailed report of recent conferences crease over tlie existing wages on the
of United States.
that amount .will be paid to his
with paving quarry owners in the ground that this ls the lowest paid
Service
performed
ln
the
employ
of
estate
tn a lump sum It Ls plain to
locality. Members of the general locality tn New England, and because
conference committee, representing of the Increased cost of living. State, or political subdivision thereof, see that this Act is for employes only.
Service for religious and charitable ' Merchants, professional men, etc..
the five branches involved in the Higher wages are felt necessary.
purposes.
will receive r.c benefit under It un
present situation, also addressed the
Involved ln this section are about
These are excluded because of con less It ls because of betterment of
meeting. The report of the confer 350 quarrymen—125 at Vinalhaven,
ence committee was accepted un 100 at Clark Island. 55 at Willards stitutional or administrative reasons business conditions.
• • • •
animously and a vote of thanks and Point. 40 at Oak Hill, and a small or because of ptAtlic policy.
The
third
part
of the Act deals
Wages
means
cash
or
other
re

confidence was extended to the com number at Long Cove where the in
probably
Including with generil welfare grants by the
dustry has been quiet for two years. muneration,
mittee members.
bonuses,
royalties,
commissions, I Federal Government to the States.
special discount to employes, tips, As I have said before these are grants
gifts If based on profit sharing or based on want and need and are as
follows:
salary.
1. Orants to States for Old Age
There may be some difficulties in
The St. George High School base or from the freshmen who are re determining who are employes or who Assistances. Needs basis. Must be a
are employers. Officers of corpora State plan Federal Government will
ball team will have eight letter men porting for practice.
Auld. Patterson. Hocking and Kin tions are deemed to be employers match State up to 815 per month.
available from the 1935 club. The
ney are the outfield candidates All but partners are not employers.
Begins June 1936.
team will be handicapped without of these boys have played at least
2. Grants to States for Dependent
• • • •
the dependable pitching of C. Pease two years for the St. George Club.
children.
This federal tax paid goes to the
lost by graduation and of A. Colby,
The freshmen reporting for prac
3. Orants to State for maternal
who ls Ineligible under the age ruling tice are Frank Dowling. Arthur Mills, general treasury and no part ls paid and child welfare.
i of the Principals' Association.
Berton Ervin, James Troup, Henry I to the wage-earner. The Federal
4. Public health work.
! Charles Mackie, last year's depend Cant, Albert Watts and William law provides that States may form
5. Orants to States for aid to the
plans that must be acceptable to the blind.
able backstop and "Lefty" Milts a Leppanen.
freshman will draw the pitching as
If two or three of these boys can Federal Social Security Board and
The social security board consists
be developed to hold down a position If States pass such laws the State of three members, one of which ls
signments.
In all probability, Bill" Smalley, in the regular lineup our club should then imposes the tax on the employer the chairman. They are appointed
star second baseman of the 1935 be fairly well balanced both defen and may impose tax on the employe. by the President to serve for a term
Credit, however is given by tlie of six years and their annual salary
team will be the first string catcher. sively and offensively.
There has been one change In the Federal Government up to 90 percent is ten thousand dollars each.
The Infield will be lullt up around
Marriott, last year's third baseman league schedule. The game sched of the tax paid into the State under
and O. Hawkins at second. A short uled for Saturday June 6 at Lincoln said plan. Provision is also made
SOUGHT BY MORAN
stop and first baseman must be Academy will be played Friday under what ls termed a merit rating
plan so that employers who employ
recruited from last year's outfielders June 5.
An Associated Press despatch from
labor regularly and steadily will re Washington says that a bill to pro
on the Homer Pond road for ceme ceive certain tax discounts which vide a Coast Guard station at or near
TO VOTE AGAIN
tery purposes. The purchase being may be credited to the State tax and Isle au Haut was Introduced ln the
also to the Federal tax.
House Thursday by Representative
Special Town Meeting In subject to the written approval of
The different State plans provide Moran.
officers of the Camden Cemetery
Camden Will Act Upon Association, amount to be raised for for the payment to the wage-earner
this purpose $2500 00 by secret ballot. of about half the average weekly YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Important Articles
To see if the town will vote to sell wages for a period of 10 to 18 weeks
EXPERIENCE
j A petition requesting a special the Yacht Club property so-called, or of unemployment. However, no pay
I learn as the years roll onward
ment
ls
to
be
made
under
any
State
And leave the past behind
town meeting at Camden obtained use the same for a puolic landing.
That much I have counted sorrow
To act on any other business that Act until after that Aot has been
But prove* our Ood ls kind;
167 names and the special town meet
may legally come before said meet ln effect twto years. The United That many a flower I longed for
Had a hidden thorn of pain.
ing has been called for May 6, ing.
States pays the cost of administering And many a rugged bypath
Led to fields of ripened grain.
, at 7.30. Action is asked on these ar
the State Act.
ticles;
The
clouds
but rover the sunshine.
The
second
part
of
the
Act
deals
PAGE MR. RICH!
They cannot banish the sun.
To choose a moderator to preside
with Old Age Benefits. This is a And the earth shines out the brighter
When the dreary rain Is done.
Here is one for your problem fans, thrift plan based on Insurance
at said meeting.
We must stand ln the deepest sorrow
To rescind and cancel the vote on I taken from an old arithmetic: How principles. It makes savings regular
To see the clearest light.
from wrong's own darkness
Article 44 of the Warrant of the an J many feet have 18 cows, 13 horses 3 ly and automatic. It avoids de And often
Comes the very strength of right.
nual town meeting last held whereby J men? A child read as far as 18 cows, pendent on children who may be
We must live through the weary winter
it was voted to purchase the property divided by 4 and reported: 18 cows themselves in need. It builds up an
If we could but value the spring.
And
the woods must be cold and silent
of Isadora Qordon on the water will have 4 feet; but what do you estate for the wage-earner. It will
Before the robins sing.
front for a public landing and to pay do with the 2 legs left over? Per- tend to retirement of all wage earn The flowers must be burled tn darkness
Before they could bud and bloom.
for the same by an issue of serial ; haps Mr. Rich or some of the other ers at the age of 65.
And the sweetest and warmest sunshine
Comes
after the storm and gloom.
bonds not to exceed $10000 00 by a j fans will tell us what to do.
This ls purely a Federal project
So
the
heart
from the hardest trial
A
teacher
secret ballot.
and the tax is payable only on, the
Osins the purest Joy of all.
To rescind and cancel the vote on
first $3,000 earned. This tax ls paid And frost the lips that have tasted sad
ness
Article 43 of the warrant of the an
equally by the employer and the em
The sweetest songs will fall.
For
as peace comes after suffering.
nual town meeting lasFheld whereby
ploye. This tax begins In 1937. The
And love le reward of pain,
It was voted to raise by assessment
first three years thereunder the pay 80 after earth comes Heaven
And out of our loss the gain.
to purchase the property of Ada Mills
ment is 1 percent of the wages earned,
,
—Mrs. William Starke

WAGE INCREASE NECESSARY

According To Quarrymen of Five Local Branches
—Final Conference Pending

ST. GEORGE’S EIGHT LETTER MEN

READ THE ADS
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Every-Other-Day

GEORGE WAS THERE

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Former Rockland Boy Tells
Of Band’s Part In Cobb
Club Trip To Bangor

The race ts not to the swift, nor
the battle to the strong. —*Ecc. 9: 11.

Curbing of Taxation an
Essential Part of the Corning
Republican Platform

JUST ARRIVED-

SECOND CARLOAD
of FRIGIDAIRES
IN A MONTH!

Norfolk. Mass., April 23.
Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
I The article on the trip to Bangor
Not Puzzles, As You Might
By Nicholas Roosevelt
caught my eye. I have thought about
Coins
i
C
'
WINNIFRED
COUGHLIN
....
Librarian
Surmise, But Old
For
the
National
Republican Builders, Inc.
it many times ln years gone by. I
Every week-day: 9 s. m . to 8.30 p. m.
went
with
the
Rockland
Band
as
cymThere is grim irony in President Roosevelt’s protestations of his eag?rness
and Stamps
I dreamed that aa I wandered by the bol player. Bob Milburn played the to serve the youth of America when he is, in fact, preparing for their
way
----- ------- ---------- - M bass drum, with Arthur Clark snare!
Edit J? of The Ccurier-Oazette:—
Bare Winter auddenly was changed
shoulders the most ghastly burden that any generation of Americans has yet
Spring.
I notice that few have claimed
drummer on the other side of me, as had to bear.
Spring begins for us when we find j recau
ownership of the famous “Cobb Club”
This is, ln brief, j consumers the fact remains that only
the first flower. the croaking calenjn Edition to the cob pipes, a lot,
pipes of 1904. It cannot be possible
the cost of the the consumers can furnish the neces
dar to the contrary notwithstanding,
brooms were carried, calling for a
New Deal experi sary sums to keep the New Deal in
that in such a short span of years then why j,, w at so long over the I „clean sweep ••
' funds.
ments and mlssince then, they are all, but one, fire contriving flowers and verdure
Arthur Clark was some drummer
The average citizen has no ob■ takes. By subtle
gone. I still have mine among many with paper and pen, awaiting the and could always demonstrate his
jj Jection to paying taxes—at a reas
j
evasion,
by
speclazy
May
tulips
to
call
us
forth,
other pins, badges and souvenirs of
ability between numbers as we
< tacular makeshifts onable rate—to pay for the essential
past celebrations in which I par- [ when grudging February might be mirched along.
|
and
by
crack- functions of government—for the
ticipated as a member of some band brought to yield a flower, and March
The band got ready that morning
brained
schemes maintenance of the police and the
or other of Knox or Lincoln coun- ' a nosegay, and April will gladly wind j in the hall where the old Tillson’s
Mr.
Roosevelt
has malls, for the upkeep of roads and
ties, beginning at 13 in a drum corps a gay garland through all her tear- Light Infantry used to drill, across
sought
to
lull
th< other similar communal services.
instructed by an old Army drummer ful days?
from the foot of Elm street. Bert
country into think But when it comes to paying for
of the Civil War period. I believe 1 Here is a partial list of what the Farnham was leader and I am going
ing that only the 1 utterly useless boondoggling projects,
his name was David Rowell and that library can offer to the garden lover. cvpr
Abington to see him before
very wealthy wlll pay for the cost of and for inefficient work done by too
lie kept a boarding house near the "Down the Garden Path" toy Nichols; long
many political appointees, and for
foot of Pleasant street.
"Herbs and the Earth’ by Beston;
We picked up the Camden Band and the New Deal.
But what are the facts? That the other slmllir unproductive and anti
At 17 I became a member of the | "Oarden Maintenance"; "New Oargot together at o cc on the
social purjioses he docs object.
Ingraham Hill Band. Instructed by dens for Old” by Orttaff and Ray- upper deck of the old alde-whceler i national debt has been rolling up at
Unfortunately hls objections have
the
rate
of
at
least
$3.000.000.000
a
the late Roscoe O. Ingraham, and more; "My Oarden,"'"What Happens p^o^ot. We band fellows slept i
never
before been properly publicized.
year; that the expenses of the
from then on through various Rock*' in My Garden;” Adventures in My ^^jd the boat.
As the whole question of taxation is
government
have
mounted
steadily;
land bands under leadership of such | Oarden and Rock Oarden" toy
How many remember the night beconfusing it is easy to silence tax
musicians as O. Fred Meservey, Wilder: “Oardener’s Handbook by jore
convention when the Bld- that taxes have been drastically in
protesters.
Oeorge Redman. Herbert Farnham, Bailey; "Flower Oarden Day by Day" deford Band was trying to g‘ve a con- creased—and yet that the govern
But one remedy—it is ln fact a
ment
continues
to
spend
two
dollars
Arthur W. Hall and Herbert Kirk- by King: “Book of Bulbs" by Rock- I cert ln front of the Bangor House and
duty— is to prevail on the members
lor
every
dollar
it
receives
in
Patrick. A span of over 25 years was well; "Annuals in the Garden." the ccmbined bands of Rockland anc.
of Congress to stop their present
thus covered and a later association Perennials in the Oarden" byOrtloff; | camden marched back and foith and revenue.
reckless voting of public funds—
Here
is
the
rub
—
and
here
is
the
with Waldoboro bands under varioua "Wild Flowers" by House; "Oarden finany drove them off the street with
which means your money and mine
names and leadership made in all. Quid?’ by De La Mare: XiareJen the nolse?
Biddeford Band was grim Joke on the youth of today
—and to begin paring down expenses
These
extra
dollars
that
are
being
from start to practical finish, three Bluetoook" by Holland: ’Things to a pernaid band.
os much as possible. Otherwise the
years ago. 40 years pleasure, without Make for the Lawn and Garden” by
The morn'.ng of the convention day spent, but have not been received in
habit of spending, so easily acquired,
taxes,
will
have,
ultimately,
to
be
paid
much profit tout many friends were j Klenke.
1 aH 0( the bands were moving and
will be almost Impossible to break.
out
of
taxes.
In
other
words,
the
Through the kindness of the marchlng around town and none of
gained.
This habit, in time, will break the
In your columns have appeared Garden Club we have recently added I them wanted to get to tbe convention President has been simply postpon
nation.
ing
the
day
of
reckoning.
When
the
recent inquiries about oldest U. B. the "Garden Encyclopedia" by Sey ' hall too early. Each band was
For the Republicans the course is
half dollars and questions as to their I mour and "The Practical Book of watching the other to see that none young men and women of today
clearly
indicated to do all ln their
value. So far, the oldest mentioned Outdoor Flowers" by Wright. The ' got a head start. The Rockland and reach middle life they will be the power to limit spending and to resist
ones
who
will
be
paying
for
Mr
bears the date 1806. I have one of latter is a magnificently illustrated 1 Camden Bands started eff in the opThey the expansion of government bureaus
direction, circled awav around Roosevelt’s extravagances.
that date, also one of 1830. H. L. guide for both the beginner and the
and government work. The present
and
not
he
who
talks
so
appealingly
streets and came out onto
Robbins of Union has, I think, one practical gardener and is written by ,he
of
hls
regard
for
youth
’
s
problems
Congress
can do nothing to help.
of 1786—at least lie did have a short the editor of "House and Oarden." the main ^d about half way down
because
the
Republicans ln It are out
time ago. The really rare halves ore known nationally as an authority on [0 the Auditorlum and caught the —they will be the ones who will have voted three to one by the Democrats.
At exactly nine forty o'clock on the morning of April 18th your Chief of Police, A. P. Richard
to
foot
the
bill.
flat-footed. As a result
of 1796 and 1797. Those of 1820 flowers. The "Oarden Encyclopedia” mher
But, as Indicated last week, a new
son, and Advertising Manager John M. Richard.in of The Courier-Gazette, sealed the meters de
AU of which is simply another way
through the 30's to 1836 are quite is a single big volume that gives you we gol ,he
position on the stage.
Congress with the Republicans in the
picted above—thc one on the left being connected directly to a 40 watt lamp bulb and the one on
whole
common. These are the lettered edge the scope and contents of
How many remember the fellow of saying lhat ln the final analysis majority or at least with a powerful
th? right ta a new 1936 Frigidaire. Attorney Frank A. Tirrell, Jr., duly notarized thc sealing.
taxes
are
at
the
root
of
the
whole
variety with Liberty head. Then shelf full of garden books.
with the wooden leg that stuck with
minority, can yet save the nation.
This test is being run on a regular home usage basis. The Frigidkire was started up an afcsocame the Liberty seated variety, I
• • • •
us aicst of the time? He was from problem.
It cannot put an end to unwar
It
has
already
been
pointed
out
in
lutrlv warm unit as if just delivered to your home. A normal food load of vegetables, tanned goods,
:ome of which are not easy to ac- ' Thanks to Capt Dick Snow the Bangor and we called him "Pegleg
ranted taxation because so many of
meat. milk, ginger ale. and full trays of water were placed in the Frigidaire. Periodically during "the
quire. Follow various commemora- mjrary has added to its historical! Boys, oh Boys! Didn't we have a this column that lower taxes and a the New Deal's expenses have already
continuation
of
the
New
Deal
are
day thc door of thr Frigidaire is opened to let in warm air and at intervals the ire trays are emplird
tlvc halves banning with the
a reHc of the H. M. S. trombone section. Buck Orbeton and
been incurred and are being piled up
mutually
exclusive
.
and
fresh water put in to make the test thc more realistic and difficult.
Columbian Exposition of 1882 and vlctory ^eh
now On display. As seven or eight others right across the
for the youth of tomorrow to pay.
• • • •
McLoon
Sales A Service cordially invites you to rome in and see thr results of this amazing
1883 which are difficult to obtain.
>x>u remember u was off Trafalar in front!
If you want the New Deal with all But it can start retrenchment—and
Proof Demonstration—watch a mere 40 watt bulb "run away” from a big Frigidaire—verify for yourCommemorative issues are in many , 1805 !that
famous battle was
That was some trip. When we got
that it involves of government in the sooner this starts the greater the
sclf thr true economy lhat Frigidaire alone with its "Meter-Miser" ran give You. Convinrr Yourforms as several States had special fought in which Lord Nelson lost his ba;k we paraded around Rockland
business, government
in relief, prospect that our taxes will stop go
- elf That You Should Buy On Proof—Not On Mere Claims and Besparkled Gadgets. 1976 Is a Year
ones, Including the Maine half dollar life. It was on this occasion that and finally landed in front of Mr.
government m the general hand-out ing up.
ol Proof In Refrigerator Buying.
of 1920. One of the last ones whs Nelson signaled to his fleet “Eng Cobb's residence.
If, however, the New Deal con
occupation, you cannot help having
the Spanish Trail halt dollar of land expects every man this day to
Do you ever have any minstrel
tinues
unabated,
the
sky
will
be
the
higher taxes—later If not sooner. If.
which 10.000 copies were Issued ln do his duty." The battle although a shows In Rockland now? Perhaps you
on the other hand, you believe tha'. limit on taxation.
1935. I know of only two of these brlllant victory, ended in gloom, for could get some of the boys writing
taxes are already too high there is
in Knox County, I have one and Nelson was mortally wounded in the about the famous Shepherd-Halstsai
only one remedy—to scrap the New
TENANT’S HARBOR
Harold Fossett of Union the other. hour of his greatest triumph.
show we put on in 1904 or 19C5 when
UNION
Deal with ell its excess bureaucrats
They are already classed as rare,
Jerry
sat
on
the
white
horse
as
a
• • • •
Mrs.
Nannie
Allen
who
has
teer.
and its new expansions of govern
Rev John Wallace Ames will [
some dealers asking $7 50 each.
confined to bed for the past two preach at the Church of the Naza- 1
Recent additions to choose from climax.
mental activity.
Harold Fossett of Union has al
We had a street parade and all
are:
That the whole problem of taxa weeks is able to be about and receive rene Sunday at 1115 a. m Thmost a complete set of the commem"Jew of Rome" by Feuchtwanger, that. John Dan Shepherd sang "He tion needs special study is amply callers.
young people’s meeting will be at 6 j
oratlves and I don't believe he would
"Personal Pleasures" by Macaulay; walked right in. turned around and clear. The original purpose of taxes
John Reid, James Cant, Haro'd o'clock. At 7.30 Miss Evelyn Dan- J
sell them less than $200 My hobbles
walked
right
out
again,
”
with
a
par

"Career" by Stong; “Lorenzo Bunch"
was to furnish the necessary money j Haines. Charles Henderson. Robert forth will have charge and give a re
include stamp and coin collecting,
by Tarkington; "Dead or Alive" by ody on John Berry and convict for the agents of government to con- Falla. James Troup, John Donald port of the New England District '
the old copper coins being my favor
Wentworth; "Practical Book of Francis' escape from State Prison duct the public business. But early and William Imlach and Robert Assembly of the Church of the j
ites. I have all dates in the large
George Ladd sang "Abraham Jeffer
American Antiques" by Eberlein and
in American history the public busl- Anderson of Long Cove have em- Nazarene. held at Malden. Mass.,
son Washington Lee." Leon Halstead
Liberty cents from 1816 to 1857 in
McClure; "Freedom Farewell" by
ness became a refuge for all manner ’ ployment in Milford. N. H.
w’hich she attended as a delegate re
clusive and also 1798 and 1808; also Bentley; "The Oolden Lady" by sang "Just For Tonight" 'Tack"
of political appointees and gradually
Baptist ^ies Sewing Circle cently.
15 different half cents. 1804 to 1851. Oardiner;
Packard
was
middleman.
“Cosmopolitans"
by
many things were Included in the j wiU
dinn„ May n t<) thc Knox
Mrs Clara Wallace of South Union i
Here in Union, Fossett's specialty is
I thrnk it Is dine to get the boys
Maugham: “Man the Unknown" by
public business which do not ready ;County MinlsU.rial Association in the was guest Thursday of Mrs. Iaura '
going cn some cf the good old times.
coins, Dr. M. C. Stephenson's is
Carrel; "Washington Legation Mur
belong there. To make matters Baptist Church There will also be
It starts their memories working ar.'.
Daniels.
stamps, and Hampton Robbins is a
ders" by Mason; "Sky High, Story of
worse thc taxing power came to be an all-day meeting of the Sewing
them to "take their pen in
Mrs. F. E. Burkett entertained I
past collector of both.
Aviation" by Hodgkins and Magoun; causes
used
not
alone
for
revenue
but
also
Circle on that date.
George. Smith.
I suppose I am crazy but I enjoy : "My Life tn Architecture" by Cram; hand."
Thursday
night at a bridge party.
to carry Into effect social .theories.
looking at old coins and stamps,
Robert Reid of Newport, R. I.,
Work
has
begun on tiie new1
"Bright Hill” by Cushman; "Five
The most obvious instance is the
TO CERTAIN VICTORY
regardless of profit. There are still
passed last weekend at the home of bridge and judging from present in
Furies Leaning Tower" by Bower.
income tax. This is graded so as
hls parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Reid. dications. it will be quite lively about ,
thousands of the old copper junk
to fake from men of great wealth }
The Townsend Movement Is Looking
pieces in boxes and bookcase drawers
Roy Sheerer of Pawtucket, R. I., the Common for some time.
i
the
major
portion
of
their
earning!,
I
The library wishes to extend to the
State Manager Mudgett Says
all over Maine and I am far from
and to take from large estates as | recently visited his father, W. E.
Community Club meets Tuesday at I
members of the Methebesec Club its
alone in my pleasure in this field.
Portland, April 17
much as possible. In other words, no j Sheerer.
j appreciation for the recent gift of
the club rooms instead of for thc
A. Jay See
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
longer Is thc Idea merely the furnish
Oilbert Auld has returned from a guest night program as scheduled.
$10.
Union, April 24
....
In the interest of Justice and ing of the wherewithal to pay for ! Lewiston hospital where he under- Members arc requested to be pre
The Easier Story Hour called forth honesty the following facts are sub- government, but Instead the taxing went a surgical operation. He was pared with current events for roll
POISONOCS TO CATTLE
power is used as a cltlb to achieve accompanied by Dr. Leroy Gross of call.
many of thc children and their par- mltted for the Townsend co umn.
Hostesses are Mrs. Ethel
Auburn.
ents. All were delighted with the
The present investigation at Wash- non-governmental ends.
Creighton. Mrs. Agnes Creighton and
County Agent Wentworth Issues
1 ington is for the purpose of discredit• • • •
Naomi Chapter meets Friday. After Mrs Carrie Abbott.
Caution Regarding Nitrate of Soda Spring Playlet written and coached ing the Townsend Plan by centering
Fully as important as the tneory Is business ? social period is scheduled
by Mrs. Crawford Gatcombe. MemDr. and Mrs. Eugene U. Ufford and
Nitrate of soda, a common fertiliz- bers of the cast were Diane earn 1 its attacks on individuals occupying the fact of taxation—the fact that all to take place and for it each member son Kimball of Auburndale. Mass ,
er high in nitrogen, is poisonous to eron, Emmy Lou Pcasley. Katherine high places in our movement. A taxes, in the final analysis, come out Is asked to take a May basket with spent last weekend with Mrs. E. S.
Ufford. During their visit the latdairy cattle and other livestock, . Libby, Beverly Ann Olendennfng, ■ great movement like this cannot be of the pockets of the consumers, and lunch for one.
destroyed by the failures of indl- that already today the average man
County Agent R. C. Wentworth re- Patricia Percy, Rcbert Gatcombe.
Purltan Rebekah Lodge will enter- t^r's 801,1 birthday anniversary was
minds farmers who may be applying
- ■ — - I viduals any more than Masonry or with an Income of $1,500 a year pays tain May 14 at the District meeting, fittingly observed.
Odd Fellowship is outlawed by the as much as $300 a year in taxes of
nitrate this spring. Issuing the I
A Townsend Club was started
Mr and Mrs Irving Mathews and
HIS new Studebaker is completely new!
failures of a few members.
one sort or another.
warning, the Extension Service J SAVE FUEL
here Thursday night with Henry Al- son Eobby of Calals arrive
Only car with Automatic Hill Holder!
Dr. Townsend is at the head of
However successfully Mr Roosevelt len as president. Music was fur- spend the weekend wtth Mr and Mrs
points out that livestock will eat !'
BAKE QUICKLY
Year
’s stand-out car in style—designed by
this movement ably assisted by a may give the Impression that any
nitrate of .'oda if they can get to It.
nished by the St. Oeorge Hill Billies. Edward Mathews.
Helen
Dryden! World’s strongest all-steel
Tut in your kitchen one of the new Board of Seven. This is the first new taxes wlll not be paid by the Miss Bertha McIntosh sang a solo
Care in handling is necessary to
Rccent guests of M” Carrie Mank
after small do—n pay
step
to
democratize
this
movement.
body! Automatic overdrive! 58% inches of
prevent spilling nitrate around the
Tlie next meeting will be at Morris wore Mr and Mrs' Mlles Mank of
ment buys you a new
As rapidly as possible each State
elbow room. Official gas economy record of
193S Studebaker Sedan
barn or in lanes or driveways where (
hall Thursday at 7.15, at which time Portland and Mrs Carl Chrlstofferdelivered equipped
' manager is to be placed on a small
son
and
daughter
Sylvia
of
Rockland.
24.27
miles
per
gallon!
Largest
sales
in
7
years!
cows or other animals can get at it. I
the other officers will be elected. I
' living salary.
There will be a delegation from the I Thc names of Mr. and Mrs. Vivian
Care in applying the material is nec- i
In turn each club in each Congresessary to keep cows from licking up I
Rockland Club and those who wish Hannon were unintentionally omit' sional District will have at least one
the nitrate after it has been applied. ,
to learn more about the Townsend ' ted from thc list of members of
member on the Board so as to be fulThe safest practice, authorities ,
ROCKLAND. ME.
TELEPHONE 709
Plan are requested to attend. Mr. Orient Chapter who recently visited 28 PARK STREET
1 ly represented. Thus full accord and
say. is to .apply the nitrate and not
I and Mrs. John Morris, proprietors of Grace Chapter in Thomaston.
unity of action is accomplished.
Mr. and Mrs. Oorden of Belfast re- I
turn the cows into the pasture until J
| Big Elm Tea Room, have donated tlie
During
the
month
of
July
i
a
cently
called on Mr. and Mrs. .Clar- j
after the next rain. Lumps should
use of their hall for these meetings.
national convention will take place
ence Williams.
be thoroughly pulverized before the
1 in Kansas City at which delegates
M 'VTVX
Clinton Cramer of South Union is
nitrate is spread, and there Is then
NORTH HAVEN
from all the States will toe present.
THERE
ill with pneumonia.
no danger after a good rain. Maine
' .IS
! They will select a National board cf
Players at eight tables of bridge
farmers have lost livestock in the
Seaplane service will start regular werc entertained Thursday night by
! trustees which will aid the Board of
past due to carelessness with nitrate
• AND,.
-TAtfFv-fWtyB.
BOTTLE
schedule to Rockland Tuesday leav Mrs. Carrie Ames. Mrs. Bernice PayDirectors.
of soda, County Agent Wentworth
THAT’rs'-.VxviJ 1 JEj >39 i.Hv\tf3EdF^MiTAtipNs
ing North Haven at 8 25, standard son and Mrs. Fred Burkett, at the lat
I The Townsend Weekly is now
says.
’-'-Mt
>•
time.—adv.
owned by the Board and its profits
ter's home. Honors were won by
Mrs.
Clarence
Williams.
Mrs.
John
will
be
used
to
pay
salaries.
•
COVER
MORE
For thank-you notes and short let
The Courier-Gazette is showing: Cunningham. Mrs. Nancy Ayer. Mrs.
A new National treasurer has been
» LAST LONGER
The best range that ran be made.
ters. we suggest a box of Rytex Notes.
Rytex
Varsity Cloth •a fine personal, John Williams, Mrs. Edward Alden.
elected
and
soon
monthly
reports
will
Thc
Right
Finish
for
Every
Surface
Trade In Your Old Range
Choice of six different shades of pa
stationery for men. This stationery f Mrs. John Creighton. Mrs. Albert
be
sent
to
each
club
throughout
thc
per with tiny colored borders on both
comes in Ivory. Oreen and Brown: Goss, and Mrs. Carrie Mank.
Country showing the exact financial
Priced from
up
sheets and envelopes, and printed
Varsity Cloth, printed with your name
status
of
our
movement.
with your name to match. Fifty Note
PAINT HEADQUARTERS
Pay only $1.00 each week if you wish
and address. Fifty large flat sheets'
Spring cleaning in our National
The one spot a person looks who wishes to hire a
Sheets and 50 envelopes for $150
Few who write to the newspa
ar.d 50 monarch size envelopes to
Set-Up
has
been
successful
In
every
room or a tenement is* the "To Let” column of The
per realize that thirty lines wlil
Used by well known screen stars,
match for only $1.00. Order a box
way. We were never as solid as now.
secure a hundred readers, while
authors and artists. See sample at
Courier-Gazette. Nuff sed. Phone 770.
TEL. 14,
ROCKLAND, ME. for home correspondence. Postage; half a column secures one.
ROCKLAND, ME.
We
look
forward
to
certain
victory.
•
50-lt
The Courier-Gazette office. Postage
llltf
ten
cents.
Frank Mudgett
10 cents extra.

A JAY SEE’S HOBBY

Proving that 1936 is a year of careful selection by the
public—based on PROOF, Not Claims!

AMERICA'S

BEST LOOKING NEW CAR

T

GLENWOOD
RANGES

Convenient
Monthly Terms

QUALITY PAINTS

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.

w.ONLY ONE MAGIC WATER

$59

Burpee Furniture Co.

Sherwin-Williams

W. H. GLOVER CO.

THE RIGHT SPOT

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, April 25, 1936

The directors and advisory board
of the Knox County Pish and Game
Association wlll meet in Odd Fel
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
lows hall at Union next Monday
April 26- Daylight Saving start*.
April 27—Musical and dramatic enter night at 6 30.

TALK OF THE TOWN

tainment by the Watson-Doane Co., at
the Universallst vestry.
April 27—Opening games of TriCounty High School Baseball league
April 30 |7 p. m.)—High School ban
quet at the Congregational veetry Id
Thomaston.
May 1 — Vinalhaven—Senior play.
"Crashing Society."
May 1 (2 to 9 301—Educational Club
meets at Grand Army hall.
May 5—Opening of Knox-Llncol*
Baseball League season.
May 6—Camden—Special town meet
ing ln Opera House
May 6—Lincoln Baptist Association
annual meeting in Belfast
Mav 8—H M 3. Pinafore at High
School Auditorium by Junior High
t'chooi.
May 9—Poppy Day.
May 10—Mothers Day.
May
26—Camden—W.C.T.U. county
convention.
May 21—Ascension Day.
May 21—Baptist Men's League meeting,
May 30—Memorial Day.
May 31—Whitsunday.
June 5—Dance Recital by pupils of
Elise Allen Corner School of the Dance
at Park Theatre
June 7—Trinity Sunday
June »—Republican National Conven
tion opens In Cleveland.
June 9-11—Annual convention O.AR.
and allied bodies ln Rockland.
June
11—Vinalhaven—High
School
commencement exercises ln Memorial
hall.
,
June 14—Flag Day.
June 15—Primary Election.
June
16—Camden—Whitehall
Inn
opens.
June 19-21—Annual encampment ot
the Maine Department. Veterans of
Foreign Wars. In this city.
June 26-26—Lewiston—American Le
gion and allied bodies, hold State con
ventions
July 30-31 — Warren's bl-centennlal
celebration.
Aug. 6-8—Rockport—Carnival-Regatta.

AT McLAIN’S

COACH
BOB BROWN

Lloyd E. Daniels, president of the
Maine Retail Jewelers Association ts
in Portland for two days, with his
executive committee, making final
plans for their coming convention.

Eage JLhree

ews

LOOK!
DON’T GAMBLE!
SIX MONTHS

Tuesday night the Roekland j
' Marstaller will use as hls sermon
Townsend Club entertained visitor;
SERMONETTE
I subject, "Worship." Church School
from the Owl's Head club, . A fine j
will meet at 11:45; Intermediate C. j
supper was served and games were As a Mountain Peak Above the
E at 5 p. m. and Senior C. E. at 6:15.
played. Music was furnished by [
Valley
Praise and preaching service is at
(LONGER TERMS IN PROPORTION)
Frank Hart's orchestra includin,: |
FOR BOYS
What a Christian Paul was. If I 7:15, subject "The Unnaturalness of
Fred Eastman, old time fiddler and he was alive today he would tower
Disobedience." Prayer meeting TuesRalph V Murallo, banjo and saxo above hls contemporaries, not by I day evening at 7:30. and Ladles’ Aid
American Legion Auxiliary will
phone. Mr. Murallo is officer's cook reason of hls Intellectuality but
supper in the vestry Wednesday eve- j
meet Monday at 7:30 for business,
on the Kickapoo.
because of his Christianity. Re ! ning.
lollowing the Third District Council
AND
• ess
cently a’ pastor speaking to the
meeting, Department of Maine, to be
The National Union for Social
Knox
Lodge
I
j
O.OF.
will
attend
ministers of Portland asserted
held in Thomaston on that day at
Justice met at the K of C. hall
the morning service at the Univer
that the laymen and pastors were
1:30, at the Methodist church vestry, | Made with asbestos innersoles to
Thursday night.
A very lively
keep the fret from heating
sallst Church tomorrow ln recogni
not pulling together. I believe
Hyler street.
session it proved to oe. Supper was
Protect Your Own Car With
tion of Anniversary Sunday, mark
this may be true, but not for the
served and beano was played. Manv
ing the 117th anniversary of the
reason
ministers
would
assign.
COLLISION INSURANCE
Main street had a momentary thrill
new members were added. Music
founding of the order ln the United
Men and women, in these days
yesterday when smoke was seen |
was furnished by the KUl-Billlcs. A
That No Other Company Can Write
States. Dr. Lowe's subject will be,
of confused thought, needing com
Issuing from the basement of the'
large attendance was welcomed by
"Power
Transmission."
Church
fort and renewed strength, go to
Gregory Clothing store. The blaze
the members and it was decided to
School sessions at noon. Mrs. Glover's
church for affirmative guidance
which had communicated with the
hold another event next Thursday
Class at her residence. All members
Co these ministers realize how
basement ceiling in seme unknownnight.
ol the Alpha Omega Society are re
often, aye. very often, they are
manner, was quickly extinguished. )
INSURANCE—ALL FORMS
quested to report at the vestry at
turned hungry away? Job said.
Damage small.
Under the auspices of Frank D.
FIDELITY AND SURETY BONDS
7 a. m. to complete plans for thc trip
“I know that my Redeemer
Hazeltine Past, American Legion.
to
Round
Pond,
Sunday,
May
3.
TEL. 556-R—TEL. 98
liveth." Paul would care little
Atwood Ltvensaler Is to play the
Captain Albert W. Stevens is to give
• • • •
what form of Christian a man
Krcrntly tested out and found O. his stratosphere lecture in the Crosby
425
MAIN
STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
leading role of Peter Standish in the
"What Makes A Church Outstandpresentation of "Berkley Square" by K. by Bruno Mazzeo of Rock- High School auditorium next Tues might call himself, whether Cath ; Ing?" will be the subject of tlie serland In thr ten mile Cathedral day night at 8 30 o'clock The fact olic, Protestant or God-fearing
the Maine Masque to be given at
imon at the First Baptist Church
University of Maine on April 29-30. Marathon Kate in Boston April 11. that Captain Stevens is a native of Jew. if he had dedicated his Ufe ' Sunday morning. The church school
to God. He writes to the Gala
Recalling Mr. Levensalers successes
Belfast, and that last November he
with classes for all ages will meet
tians. those early Christians who
ln previous theatrical productions,
made a world's altitude record of
at noon and the Endeavorer's In
J A. Jameson has returned from
were being led astray by teachers
72.395 feet above the sta. has lent a
spiration Hour will open at 6 o'clock
Portland where he has been serving both ln past years at the University
who impugned his apostleship, and
and ln local presentations, one is
tremendous amount of interest to
with Virginia Egan as tlie leader.
on the grand Jury.
insisted that all Christians be cir
confident that this new role will add
the approaching lecture, and invltiThe people's evening service will
cumcised,
as were the Jews Listen
1 tions arc being avidly sought.
begin at 7:15 with the prelude and
The American Legion supper which another triumph to the list.
to hls words: "But for my part
Through the courtesy of M. A. Cook,
big sing when Mr. MacDonald's sub
was scheduled for tonight has been
may I never boast of anything ex
Col. Stoddard, manager of the
a former Rockland photographer, the
ject will be, "lessons From Moose
postponed to May 2.
cept the crass of Jesus Christ
Veterans Administration Facility,
[ city editor of this newspaper, the city
River." The happy prayer and praise
A GOOD PLACE TO BUY GOOD
Por neither circumcision, nor thr
i editor of this newspaper is a posses
!
meeting
will be held on Tuesday eve
R W Davis and Hound Top Farms Togus. has announced that the
FOOTWEAR
omission of it. is of any import
KEEP YOUR SPRING CLOTHES
sor of one of tlie coveted pasteboards.
ROCKLAND. ME.
ning at 7:30.
generously contributed milk to the period for enrolling veterans In the
ance;
but
a
new
nature
Is
all
im

veterans'
contingent
of
the
Civilian
•
•
•
•
LOOKING NEW!
schools tlie last week of the term
portant."
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHI’RCH
Conservation Corps has been extend
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary
closing April 17.
Let
our
ministers
return
to
posi

ed to April 30 Veterans Interested
Among lorthcomlng attractions Is held their respective business meet
tive and affirmative declaration
"Probation after Death” Is the
The Garden Club will meet Tues in being enrolled in the Conservation the presentation of the Gilbert and ing Wednesday night. The Auxiliary
of
the redemptive message to ou.r
subject of the Lesson-Sermon whtcii
Corps
should
communicate
at
once
pain
special
obiervance
to
Past
Sullivan
operetta
“
HMS.
Pinafore"
day at 2:30 at the home of Mts.
congregations and they will find
with the Manager of the Veterans by the Jun.or High School Boys and ’’residents* night, with Mrs. Myra
will be read In all Churches of
Charles H. Berry, with Edward John
all pulling with them—and fur
Administration Facility, Togus Maine, Girls Glee Clubs at the High School Watts in the chair as president.
Christ,
Scientist, on Sunday. April
son. of the State horticulture de
ther. souls wlll be saved.
for the purpose of obtaining the nec auditorium May 8. This will be a Others holding office were Mrs. Em
26.
*
partment as guest speaker.
William A. Holman
essary forms for making application. unit In the School Festival recently ma Dick. Mrs. Flla Hyland and Mrs.
The Golden Text Is: "Blessed be
the God and Fattier of our Ixird
given for the benefit of the Parent- Laura Ranlctt. Each past president
One-Piece
At St. Peter's Church <Episcopal* Jesus Christ, which according to his
George Daley of Oldtown. Grand Teacher Association, the proceeds to wa» presented roses by Mrs. Adah
DAYLIGHT SAVING
Plain
Master. Earle Marston of Auburn. go into the fund which provides milk Roberts, the present president, and Rev E. O. Kenyon rector, the services abundant mercy hath begotten us
In common with other locali
llnU) g Uw> lxve by the resur
Grand Warden, Ellery Bowden of for under-nourished school children Talisman roses were featured ln dec lor tomorrow will be appropriate for
THOROUGHLY DRY CLEANED AND
ties throughout the eastern port
the second Sunday after Easter: Holy rection of Jesus Christ from the
Winterport. Grand Representative as
as well as articles of clothing, etc., orations of the refreshment table. In
of the country. Rockland will g<o
PRESSED
well as Luke 8 Davis. Grand Patri
beano honors wer? won by Miss Mary Communion at 7:30; church school at dead” (I Peter 1:3).
where needed.
on daylight saving time at 2
arch. will represent the Orand Lodge
Amoi^ the citations from the Bible |
Bye. Horace Vose and James and 9 30; Holy Eucharist snd sermon at
FREE DELIVERY
a. m.. Sunday. April 26.
i and O. B. Lovejoy. Grand Marshall
Annual sessions of the four grand Donald Moran of Hyde Park. Mass. 10 30; Vespers at 7:30
is the following: "Now if Christ be
Leforest A Thurston,
•
•
•
•
{of thc Orand Encampment with Dis bodies of York Rite Masonry to be The next meeting will be on May 13,
preached that he rose from the dead,
Mayor.
At the Congregational Church Sun
trict Deputy Grand Masters Milton held ln Portland May 4-7 will bring
how say .sum" among you Unit tliere
when delegates to the annual State
day
School
Is
at
8:30
a.
m
.
and
the
4 V. Rollins and Clarence Benner wil' to that city some of the most dis convention to be held in Lewiston on
Is no resurrection of the dead? If in
church service is at 10:30 when the
this life only we have hope ln Christ,
The Misses Carini have leased be present at tonight's district meet tinguished Masons to visit Maine in June 13, will be elected. A supper
17 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 170
rubject of the sermon by Mr. Olds
we are of all men the most miserable. |
their bungalow on Walnut street to ing of the Subordinate Lodge witli years. Foremost among these will wlll precede the meeting.
will
be
"Where
ore
the
Nine?".
The
.
Misses Olivia and Mabel Maddocks, Knox Lodge. Mt Battie Lodge of be Roscoe Pound, dean of the Harv
But now <s Christ risen from tlie
Comrades of the Way will meet at (
ard Law School recognized as one of
Ruth Mayhew Tent, met Monday
dead, and become Uie first fruits of
formerly of Rockland, and who have Camden will work the third degree.
6 33 with Russell Hewett as leader.
the outstanding Masonic students of with Mrs. Josephine Lothrop. Mrs.
them that slept" (I Corinthians 15:
been residing In Attleboro, Mass.
• • • The Courier-Gazette received a
8crlbblers Club will have its annual
| the entile world. Dean Pound Is to Alta Dimick and Mrs. Eliza Plummer
Rev. Wayne Robinson of Bangor
"A Determined Man' will be the 12. 19. 30).
ly call Thursday from Arthur J.
Supt. E. L. Toner goes to Castine Clark of South Hope who is better ) be thc principal speaker at a dinner- ln charge of supper at which the Sunday morning sermon topic of I The Lesson-Sermon also Includes will be the speaker Monday night at birthday party at Oreen Oables Mon
Wednesday to attend the annual known to this paper's thousands ot meeting for Grand Lodge members Match birthdays were celebrated. Rev. Charles E. Brooks at the Pratt ' tlie following passage from the the Kiwanis Club's observation of U day night
Superintendents' Conference con readers as “A. Jay See,” the man who and delegates at the Eastland Hotel The table reserved for the birthday Memorial Methodist Church The Christian Science Textbook. "Science S. Canada Week at the Copper
Pour Rockland High School pup'ls
ducted at the Normal School. Mr. not only propounds brain-testing May 4. He also Is to be a guest of members was prettily decorated in a evening topic will be 'Give Yc T.xm and Health with Key to the Scrip Kettle.
competed
ln the annual University
I
the
Grand
Lodge
on
Tuesday.
color
scheme
of
pink
and
green,
and
tures
”
by
Mary
Baker
Eddy:
"Jesus
’
Toner is to give an address on problems, but has a most uncanny
To Eat." Other services will consist
Thc postponed April meeting of of Maine prize speaking contest yes
..ad as centerpiece a birthday cake of The Friendly Men s Bible Class at unchanged physical condition after
"Characteristics of Oood School faculty of being able to solve those
Thc party at the Owls HeatWTown made by (Mrs. Mary Cross. A fiveterday, giving an able account of
Discipline.”
propounded by others. Mr. Clark Is
9:30 a. m . The Baraca Class and the what seemed to ,be death was fol the Parent-Teacher Association will
hall Wednesday night given by piece orchestra composed of young
te held Monday night at the High themselves, and one of the members
lowed
by
Ids
exaltation
above
all
a former Rockland boy, and the
church school at noon, and the
American Legion Auxiliary was a fol.14 dispensed delightful selections
Miss Ruth Rhodes, won the signal
Miss Dorothy Parker, teacher of writer especially recalls him as a
Epworth League at 6:15. Prayer i material conditions; and this exalla- School auditorium with special pro
very enjoyable affair, well attended as an entertainment feature. Mrs
honor of being picked in the final
gram.
meeting on Tuesday night at 7:15. [ tion explained Ids ascension, and
public speaking at the High School, band musician, possessed of an un
by an enthusiastic group. The com Doris Ames supervised the program
ten which met last evening. Fifty•
•
•
•
|
revealed
unmistakably
a
probationary
Is gaining very satisfactorily from the commonly strong sense of wit and
mittee ln charge comprised Mrs. At the business session Mrs. Doris
The current Issue of Bird's Neponset three schools were ln the meet. In
At the Littlefield Memorial Church < nnd progressive state beyond the
appendicitis operation which she (humor. Agricultural pursuits long
Minnie Smith. Mrs. Mary Slstalre, Amts, Mrs. Lina Carroll, and Mrs Sunday morning at 10:30 Rev. C. A. grave" 'Page 46: 20-241.
Review, planned and edited by em thc Rockland party were Miss
underwent last week. She will con ago lured him from hts urban neigh
Mrs. Adah Roberts, and Mrs. Grace Sa.ah Thomas were appointed dele
ployes of Bird & Son, Inc., publishes Rhodes. Miss Frances Young. Miss
bors.
but
not
from
close
touch
with
valesce at her home in South Wind
Kirk. A program offered dance gates to the State Encampment of
a
group picture of the officers and Doris Borgerson and Gordon Rich
This may be spring, but certainlv
The officers of Anderson Auxiliary,
ham. Substituting at the High world affairs outside, for he is an
numbers by Margaret Huntley. O.AA and affiliated bodies taking
directors of the Neponset Credit ardson. They were accompanied to
not straw hat weather. Last night S.U.V.. will have a rehearsal Monday
School until her return will be Mrs. avid newspaper reader, and main
Norma Ramsdell, Connie Ross. Mar place in Roixbnd in June, and Mrs.
Union, a branch of the Industry Orono by Mrs. William H. Rhodes,
tains a keen grasp on current affairs
the temperature demeaned Itself to night at 6.30. and all are asked to
Charlotte C. Hopkins.
garet Winslow and Beverley Bowden; Allie Blackington. Mrs. May Cross
which is just now celebrating its 20th Mrs Charles A. Rose, Mrs. Carl Bor
the 26th degree.
attend.
He confesses in another column to
year of service. The president is a gerson and Mr and Mrs. John M.
Gov. Brann has designated (May having two hobbies, one being the vocal duets by Nathlie Edwards and anc Mrs. Lucy Bucklin as alternates.
Oeorge
Huntley;
readings
by
Georgia
Richardson.
General
orders
and
the
program
of
4-8 os Conservation Week. Monday collection of stamps and the other
Among the 35 new State patrol former Rockland boy, George E.
The Rcckland Rotary CMb drew
and Tuesday will be known as Wild the collection of old coins. Encyclo Jackson; features by George Wong the convention pertaining to thc irom Its own ranks yesterday. anJ men Just appointed by Chief Towle Smith.
April Only! Rytex Double Check
Flower Days, Wednesday as Bird pedia Britannica is always at his el and his tr.iined dog: trumpet solos Daughters was read, special mention the members listened to a very time , is John H. Parkin of Camden. wlyo
The coming cf Al Jolson Is always Printed Stationery printed with your
Dev, Thursday as Field and Stream bow and he has a volume relating by Frank Young; Hawaiian guitar lx ‘ng made of the reception In thc ' ly Interesting talk on "Living Dan lias been in the employ of the Harris
an event, and so it will be when he n?me and address or monogram—200
Dav, and Friday as Arbor Day. to modern and ancient coins which is selections by Edith Jackson; har U'.'versalist vestry where the sessions gerously" delivered by Louis A. Baking Co.
comes to 8trand Theatre for Sunday. single sheets and 100 envelopes or 103
monica
solos
by
Robert
Learned
and
will
also
be
held.
Mrs
Eliza
Plum

Spec al -ticntion ch Wednesday and of much value Hls contributions to
Walker Officers for the coming
Monday and Tuesday in "The Singing double sheets and 100 envelopes at
assembly
singing.
Accompanists
mer was appointed chairman of year were nominated.
Frldr' Is oeing .'tressed. Programs this paper always draw Interested
, The en'ertainment and play "Tiie
Kid."
called "the slngingest. swing- $1.00 per box. Sec samples at The
were
Mrs.
Marguerite
Johnson,
Mrs.
housing committee for thc Daughters..
' Family Album" to be given by the
will oc arranged In the schools to readers.
ingst variety show of the season. ! Courier-Gazette. Postage 10 cents.
Corinne
Edwards
and
Mrs.
Ida
V.
All
Invitatlin
to
attend
the
get-toLadies'
Aid
of
the
Littlefield
Me

coincide with < ach day's designation,
Thursday night at Wadsworth Inn.
P A. Winslow of The Courier-Ga Huntley. Dancing rounded out the Ci'tter of Anderson Camp. SU V., at Camden, the employes of Sea View morial Church next Wednesday, will Wednesday only. Jimmie Allen in "The
and the value of flower, bird and
Sky Parade;" Thursday, only. Rcbert
FOR SALE
fish life < mnharlzed ln every way zette staff was guest speaker Thurs evening, a three-piece orchestra Grind Army hall May 2 was ac Garage, enjoyed a fine full course begin at 7.45. because of the supper
Montgomery and Myrna Loy In “Pet
furnishing
music.
Refreshments
cepted. Th? mystery package was chicken dinner, the guest of honor that will precede it.
day night at the Neighborhood
possible.
1935 Dodge Touring Sedan
ticoat Fever;" Friday and Saturday.
Orange meeting in Northport On roncluded the festivities. Tlie cake drawn by Mrs. Bucklin. Mrs. Plum-1 being Kenneth Wiggin who leaves
The popular 4-door model with
Warner Baxter and Gloria Stuart In
Chapin Class is sponsoring the this occasion Grand View Orange of was awarded to Mrs. Ralph Phil ;uer Is air.-a on beginning to function Saturday for Stamford. Conn., where
spacious built-in trunk, handsome
Those
who
saw
Lieut.
Fernald
S
"Tlie Pioneer of Shark Island," the black finish, email mik-agr; car Is
presentation of the Watson-Doane Northport was playing host to Equity brook. Tlie committee in charge ex in her appointment as housing com- he has entered the employ of the
Bagley on the baseball field last sum Story of the man condemned to a
like new.
$695.00
Company at the Universallst Church Grange of Belfast. Tranquility press their appreciation of all help mi'.tee for »he convention, June 8-9. Bartlett Tree Surgery Co.
mer will be interested to know that living death for a crime he did not
given
to
make
the
affair
successful
Cash, Terms or Trade
Monday at 8. two talented young Orange of Lincolnville and Mystic
as she wishes anyone having rooms
he has been promoted from 2d to 1st commit.
Car may be seen afternoons at
women who wlU appear ln a very Grange of Belmont, and ln spite of and enjoyable.
tc let for those dates to notify her.
lieutenant, as of April 18. He is
Thomas Motor Co.
versatile program of musical numbers unpleasant traveling conditions the
1936
tel. 911-W. The next meeting will 1855
company mess and transportation Tlie annual Eastern Maine School HENRY K. ALLEN. Tenant's Hbr.
reading, skits, etc. Colorful costumes attendance was so large that it was
officer at the Camden Hills CCC camp. Music Festival will be held this year I also have several good trade, in
RADIO SETS ADJUSTED, take place an Monday, May 4, with
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
will be used for various numbers, necessary to carry extra settees Into
Mrs. Priscila Smith. Mrs. Sarah
late model ears
Repaired and Custom Set Building
In Rockland, the date being Satur
Waldoboro, Me.
and many novelty hits are Included the hall. Local readers will be inter
48‘lt
Thomas. Mrs. Doris Ames and Mrs
by expert engineer
Fox
hunters
are
particularly
urged
day. May 16. Mrs Esther Rogers as
1228tf
CROCKETT'S GARAGE
In this program. There will be a ested to learn that the present lec
Allie Blackington in charge of supper
Phone 2380-Camden member
Artistic Memorials in Stone to attend the supper served for thc general chairman will be assisted by
special matinee for school children turer of Grand View Grange Is a Rockport.
National Radio Institute.
Knox County Fish and Game Society's H. E. Kirkpatrick. Miss Mary Bird,
Washington, D. C.
nt 4. when tlie entertainers will ap former Rockland girl. Mrs. Edith
BORN
7-21-tt
directors ln Odd Fellows hall, Union, and Harold Libby Jr., In general ar
pear ln a program especially designed York Smith. She became a resident _______
EMERY—At Knox Hospital, Rockland
April 12. to Mr and Mn. Harold
next Monday night at 7 o’clock day rangements. Supt. E. L. Toner is also
for children.
of Northport six years ago, and holds
Emery, a daughter. Carolyn Leona.
light time. The matter of seeking lending valuable assistance. The
the office of town clerk there. As
changes
in the present laws will be program will hold much to the same
CARD OF THANKS
Among the Rockland people at» lecturer she has been providing
discussed. The supper will be 35 form of previous years, band contest
I wish to express my appreciation and
tending the annual State conference Orand View Grange with some ex
thanks to my many friends for the
cents a plate.
at thc High School beginning at 9
beautiful flowers, use of their cars and
of Methodist churches in Augusta ceptionally Interesting programs and
expressions al sympathy ln our late
a.
m.. followed by orchestra contest
last Sunday were Rev. and Mrs. C. has so aroused the Interest of the
bereavement.
AND
Mrs W O. Johnston. Mrs 8 B
The Girl Reserves are to present which will run well into the after
E. Brookes and Mrs. H. V. Tweedie, organization that it is now one of
Morgan and James H. Johnston.
•
an entertainment next Tuesday night noon. The glee cl libs and chorus
who were present for thc entire con- the strongest Granges in Waldo
in the Undercroft of St. Peter's contests will be held in some church,
CARD OF THANKS
ference. Mrs. Minnie Rogers and County. Among those who shared In
I wish to thank all my relatives and
Church. Tlie program will consist of to be announced, beginning at 9 a. m.
A Large Selection Of
daughter, 'Miss Ruth, Mrs. Ella Lur- the extending of a most cordial
Established 1840
friends who so kindly remembered me
during my stay at Knox Hospital
an amateur feature and several short All contests will be open to the public
vey and daughter, Miss Faith, Mra. greeting to the guest speaker were
Licensed
Embalmers
and
Lucy E. Ames
plays coached by Louise McIntosh. and the activities of the day will con
As a suitable background (or
Attendants
Ida Simmons, Mr. and Mrs. Frank three of his brother Lions who be
I
The
girls taking part in the plays clude with an evening concert in
quiet,
dignified
and.reverent
serv

John O. Stevens
Alden Ulmer
Gardner, Mrs. Annie Hansom, Mr. long to the Belfast club.
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
ice. tlie Russell Funeral Home Is [ Whereas, our Divine Master has again Emily W. Stevens. Arthur Andrews i are: Beverly Bowden. Helene Carnes. which a massed chorus will be an
and Mrs. George W. Oay, Mr. and
the Angel of Death to vi.it
all that one may desire. Vise of thc [permitted
Spring Is here. Drive a clean car
Mrs. H. M. deRochemont, Mias
Day or Night Telephone ' Kay Drake Barbara Harlow Myrtle , outstanding feature. Many schools
Bcihel Rebekah Lodge and remove from
Harlow. Ada Smith and Priscilla of Eastern Maine will be represented
our
midst
to
a
higher
life
our
esteemed
Home
is
available
at
all
times,
and
Washed
for
79
cents
at
Fireproof
Ga

on display for
Marguerite deRochemont and Clar
IrvlUe Thurston, therefore be It
450
accompanied by welt known music
j Smith.
is but one of the many facilities ji brother.
40-52
Resolved, that we as a lodge acknow)ence deRochemont, and Dr. Tweedie. rage.
Prompt Delivery
the wisdom of our Heavenly
Representatives in all large cities
supervisors and educators. It ts ex
lhat help to maintain a high stand [[ edge
Father, feellnlg that our Brother has
In
the
United
States
and
Canada
cellent
for
(Rockland
to
have
this
With the advent of daylight savin?
[ only stepped across the boundary line
ard of service.
You can have la to 18 months to
QUALITY AT
[ of time into Eternal Rest.
there comes a new Maine Central activity and every citizen should help
AMBULANCE
pay for your painting. Ask the Sher
REASONABLE PRICES
Resolved, that we extend to the fami
ly our heartfelt sympathy, and commend
I Railroad schedule. Trains will airlve j in all ways possible to have the afwin-Williams dealer ln your locality
Service is instantly available.
them to Him who doeth all things well.
: here at 9.25 a. m, and 1.57 and 8.45 , fair a success.
Resolved,
that
we
set
apart
a
page
of
Experienced
attendants
on
dutv.
about the S-W Budget Payment Plan,
our records to hls memory and that
’ p. m. (Sundays at 9.15 a. m.). Tra'ns
(They Are Tested)
or write directly to Sherwin-Williams
j these resolutions be placed thereon, a
Day or Night Telephone
INC.
copy be sent to The Courler-Oazette for
| will leave at 6.50 a. m., and 1.10 and Seaplane service will start regular
Co., Dept. C-2, Cleveland, Ohio.—adv.
Distinctive Memorials in
j publication, and as a token of respect
! 4.25 p. m. (Sundays at 2.40). This schedule to the islands Tuesday,
450
our charter be draped for a period of
Granite and Marble
TEL. 662
I thirty days.
$61 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME. j schedule is based on standard time. leavling Rockland 9 a. m, 4 30 p. m. Thomaston. Me. East Union, Me.
Mrs. Ray Erskine has moved from
Nlns
R
Fuller
408 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
Phone 114-3
Phone 13-31
9 CLAREMONT ST, ROCKLAND
_______________ _________ 20-tf I The streamlined train may appear daylight time Tel 781-2 for infor
Bertha Howe
69 Park street to 20 Grace street,
Constance E MaePhall
45-50
43-44Stf
mation—adv,
here later In the season.
telephone 795-WK.—adv,
48-50
Committee on Resolutions.

Bruno Mazzeo who came in 16tli in
tlie 10 mile Marathon race held in
Boston April 11, is training for thc
May 9 Marathon in Revere, Mass.
Bruno says he is going to win this
one.

SNEAKERS

AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY
PROPERTY DAMAGE

FRANK A. WHEELER

OTHER SNEAKERS
59c pair

Dry Cleaning

McLain Shoe Store

Special!

Men’s
Suits
Women’s
Dresses

49c
29c

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY

t?

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL SERVICE

FUNERAL PARLORS

Granite and Marble
MONUMENTS

BRECK’S SEEDS

Crie Hardware Co.

W. E. Dornan & Son,

Russell Funeral Home

^HEADLINES’"1''
franklin

n.

ROOSEVELT Jr.,
shown as hf
helped hls crewmates of the Har
vard Junior Var
sity get
their
shell Into The
Charles River for
workout

SEEK ASYLUM HERE

Chicago.—How the Marquis de
Lafayette urged ' Napoleon Bona
parte to act on the thought of flee
ing to the United States and be
coming a citizen, following his de
feat at Waterloo in 1815. Is revealed
In newly-discovered letters written
by the young French nobleman.
The 18 documents, which have
remained hidden for 120 years, were
acquired by the University of Chi
cago, It was lenrned recently, and
give hitherto unknown facts about
Lafayette, whose arms and wealth
aided the American revolutionary
cause.

NO. I RECORD-MAKER TO SET NEW RECORD

LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI, world famous conductor, whose bril
liant Philadelphia Orchestra ha* made more records of sym
phonic music than any other organization. Is setting a new kind
of record, taking his celebrated group on a trans-continental
tour of 11,113 miles and thirty cities. One hundred and ten men
and $2.50,000 worth of instruments are riding with the noted
leader in the special ten car de luxe train.

While It is known that Napoleon
several times considered a flight to
this country, Lafayette's part In
urging this course has never been
historically established.
That Lafayette's suggestion was
probably given earnest considera
tion by the emperor seems likely
from the fact that his brother, Jos
eph Bonaparte, did come to Amer
ica with Lafayette's aid.
But Napoleon surrendered to the
victorious allies and was exiled to
the Island of St. Helena, where he
died. Lafayette vigorously criticizes!
his course in a letter, written, as
were the others, to William Harris
Crawford of Georgia, early sena
tor, cabinet member and minister
to France. The marquis wrote:
**Hls former chamberlain and la
dles of the palace charge me with
Bonapartism for not having con
sented to give him up to he shot
by the allies.'*
Of Joseph's course In coming to
the United States,litfayette added:
“His sentiments nnd conduct with
respect to the United States have
at all times been very popular. He
has In this late Instance shown
more sense than hls brother, who
from the day of hls abdication tn
that of hls surrender to the British
ship, had hls choice to go to Amer
ica and to Columbia hospitality"

“Stale Bread” Lacoume
Trace* Jazz Back to ’90s

LOVELY
MME
MELCHOIR.
wife of ljmritz Melchior, heroic
Danish tenor, seems to blend
and almost become one with
this colorful riot of spring blos
soms.

Gordon Dlonnei, who says
he’s a second cousin of the
father of the famous Can
adian quintuplets, with his
new horn twins The Gor
don
Dionnes
have
two
other children, both boys,
aged 8 and 2 years

Two Famous Britons on Air

New Orleans, La.—"Stale Bread"
Lacoume says New Orleans gave
"hot” music to the world, and that
he should know because he start
ed it all.
Now fifty years old, fat. jolly,
blind for 35 years, Lacoume has
spent most of hls life at music
after organizing hls own "Spasm
Band" of newsboys with homemade
instruments.
A group of newsies became fa
miliar with barroom ballads here
before the Spanish-American war.
Turning a half beer keg Into n bass
fiddle, a cigar box into a violin, a
soap box into a guitar, and so on,
the little urchins roved about town
for two years, playing for handouts.
William Famnm showered them
at the opera house with nickels. .4
police court Judge once ordered
them to play before him, and he
dubbed the hoys a “spasm hand" at
the "command performance.”
"Ragtime? No; we din’t play rag 
time.” said Lacoume. “Our stuff
was entirely different. I don't think
we got it from negro music. We
just started putting Io the hot stuff
alt of a sudden.”

Round-the-World Trips
by Air Likely This Year

RAYMOND MASSEY

H. G. WELLS

1 1 G. WELLS, noted English au**• thor. and Raymond Massey,
British actor, will be the outstanding
features of the Magic Key program
to be broadcast over an NBC Net
work at two o'clock. Eastern Day
light Saving Time, Sunday afternoon, April 26th.
H. G. Wells will talk from London.
England, and will address the Amer
ican radio audience on "Things To
Come," which is also the title of his
latest book and only motion picture,
which recently opened ln the United
States.

Raymond Massey, who is now ap
pearing in America ln "Ethan
Frome,” also appeared in the leading
role of the H. G. Wells picture,
"Things To Come.” He will be heard
in a radio adaptation of some of the
scenes from this picture.
Other features of the Magic Key
program will be Honeyboy and Sassa
fras. well known radio team. Mere
dith Wilson, West Coast tmpresarto.
and a broadcast from Madrid. Spain,
presenting Carmen Caballero in
"Feria Time.”

London. — Round-the-world trips
In air liners may be made possible
thia year. It Is reported the Royal
Netherlands Indies Atr company Is
about to Inaugurate a service from
Sourabaya, Java, to Batik Papan,
tn Dutch Borneo. Next March this
service will be extended to the Phil
ippine Islands.
When the Philippine service ls
ready travelers will be able to fly
from Croydon to Sourabaya by Im
perial Airways and Dutch lines,
from Sourabaya to the Philippines
by a Dutch liner, from the Philip
pines to the United States by PanAmerican Airways' China Clipper,
from the United States to Brazil by
regular American service, from
Brazil to Europe by Lufthansa
(German) line via West Africa, and
back to Croydon In a cross-Chan
nel air liner.
Panning the Radio

Seattle.—When police arrested
Mrs. Susie Czerny, fifty-two years
old, for disturbing the peace, she
explained that she liked quiet and
was. In effect, fighting fire with fire.
Her lusty dlshpan beating, she ex
plained, was a counter-attack
against a radio which blared In an
apartment below.

Lillie,

popular

com-

iienne of radio and stage, puts
l
a set of headphones when

»e makes her weekly appearance
i the airwaves. The reason is
lat Miss Lillie’s radio program,
re "Flying Red Horse Tavern” emnates from New York, while Miss
lllie is touring the country with
je stage production "At Home
.broad." Miss Lillie listens in on

the program from Washington,
Chicago, Toronto, or wherever she
happens to be and picks up her
cues at just the right moment, so
radio listeners actually tune in on
a long distance telephone commu
nication. She is heard with Walter
Woolf King, Lennie Hayton’s or
chestra and the TavertF Singers
every Friday night nt eight o’clock
E.S.T, ovgj the Columbia network,

FRIENDSHIP

URGED NAPOLEON TO

Lafayette’s Letters Reveal
Facts Hidden 120 Years.

Beatrice
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Mr and Mrs. Almon Burns and
family and Mr. Burns' father, Levi
1 Burns, motored Sunday to Dixfield
to see the “magic road."
Mr and Mrs. Chamberlin Simmons
were Rockland visitors Tuesday
Mr and Mrs Bird Jameson and
i daughter, Clarissa, attended the
I Methodist Conference last Sunday ln
Augusta.
James Murphy, accompanied bv j
Mrs Eva Mooers and Allie Crouse. '
motored Sunday to Union.
Mrs. Jonah D Morse of Damari
scotta Is visiting her daughter, Mrs |
IGHT and easy to move, warm proof floor with his success in raising baby chicks
Wardell McFarland
■U and yet low in cost, the brood
Lost Only 9 of 1,042
er house illustrated above, was
Mrs Ella D Cook is 111.
“I lost only nine chicks out of
erected on his farm near New Lia- 1,042, placed in two of these
Miss Margaret Osier and Mrs
bon. Wisconsin, by C. 0. Smith. Il houses on March 14, 1935,' Mr.
Oladys Fletcher who passed the win
offers a practical suggestion to all Smith said. "The house requires
ter ln Whitinsville, Mass, have re
raisers of baby chicks The same minimum of material for a given
turned home.
house can also be used for grow floor space and that reduces the
ing pullets or laying hens. Material cost. Sloping sides avoid the ordi
Mrs. Claude Patch of Stoneham.
and plans can be obtained at most nary crowding In corners. It is
Mass, was in town far a few days
easy to heat because the volume of
lumber dealers.
The greater part of the weight of air ls less than in a rectangular [ recently.
this house is In the rigid floor, house of the same floor space. Fur
Mrs. Carrie McFarland and Mrs
which gives It strength and sturdi thermore, not so much outside wall
ness so that It may be moved about Is exposed to wind and weather. , Ida Wotton were Waluoboro visitors '
at will over uneven ground without The sloping sides shunt the wind
Wednesday.
straining the structure. A team upward Instead of permitting It to
Dr. Leonard of Mehosc . Mass
can easily pull it over the ground strike point blank. I used an aver
to new location. The house can be age oil consumption of lty gallons
spent last weekend nt his cottage
towed behind an ordinary Rlotor per 24-hour day from March 14th | here.
car.
on."
Ventilation is provided and can
James
Murphy and Florence
Space for 250 Chicks
be controlled through two double
Murphy of Portland recently visited
The house Is 10* x 12’. and has windows, a large door and a small
their grandfather, James Murphy.
a hip-type roof which extends down ] ventHating door in the back
In
to the floor, providing 120 square addition to this, holes are drilled
Mrs. Allison Wotton was guest
feet of floor space. The builder through the walls in front and
Sunday of Mr and Mrs. Frank David
estimates that this is large enough back, high up, to bring ample air
to provide adequate space for 250 circulation far over the heads of
of West Waldoboro.
to 300 baby chicks until approxi the chicks. Sheets of tempered
The Farm Bureau meeting will be
mately six weeks of age Thia Is pressed wood are used to line the
as many chicks as should be placed interior of the house extending , held Friday at the home of Gertrude
In single unit flocks and under one from the floor to a point 13 inches
Oliver, with Oenlc Simmons and the
brooder stove. It is a splendid and above the floor. This keeps the
hostess serving the dinner. The sub
efficient working nnlt tor colony chickens from pecking at the wood
ject for tlie day will oe "Let s Fix It" |
brooding. Twelve foot depth allows fibre insulation.
placing the brooder stove at the de
and Susan Wotton will be the
Holds
Temperatures
Easier
sirable point a little back of center
speaker.
The rafters and studding are 2“
This same space is estimated to
be ample for 100 to 125 growing x 2* lumber, spaced 24 Inches on
Dr and Mrs Frank Putnam and
pullets, that Is. from six weeks to center, and covered with one inch
Mrs
Olivia Hoffses of West Newton. J
egg-laying maturity. Ms. Smith pressed wood fibre insulation
Mass. passed last weekend in town !
uses this same house for flocks board. This will stop as much heat
as three one inch boards of lumber,
from 25 to 40 laying hens
Mr and Mrs L.vman McFarland
The brooder house is easy to con nine half inch layers of plaster
and Mrs. Lottie Ooudy of Portland 1
struct. A framework of doubled board or 15 Inches of brick.
The principal advantages of this
>- x 4" runners and single 2* x 4”
were callers Sunday at the home of
joists la covered with a sheet of type of house are warmth and
Mr and Mrs. Allison W’otton
half Inch wood fibre Insulation lightness in weight construction.
Mrs. Colby Wallace of South Wal- i
board nailed over the floor Joist It Is easier to maintain even tem
below the actual flooring. ■ Wood peratures with houses protected in
doboro made a call Wednesday eve
flooring is used. It should be 3, thia manner. It has been estimated
ning on her niece, Mrs. Clayton
or one inch, laid tight and secured that houses of thia type offer a
Oliver.
with long, heavy nails, so that the fuel saving with approximately 1*4
floo- -an be easily scraped. This gallons per 24 hours, representing
Robert Armstrong of Framingham
flooi .« strong and completely draft- a saving of approximately $12.00
was
a visitor last weekend at his
proof. Mr. Smith credited the draft- on each brood.
cottage on Davis' Point.
Mrs. Almon M Wallace announces
EAST FRIENDSHIP
! NORTH WASHINGTON
the engagement of her daughter
Flora, to Paul R. Wotton of Lynn.
Winfield S Demuth who has been
Mrs Roy Lenfest of Liberty was Mass and Friendship. Miss Wallace
a patient at Marine Hospital. Dee'- weekend guest of Mr and Mrs M W I was graduated from Thomaston High
ing. the past eight months, has re- Lenfest.
(School and Rockland Commercial
turned home much Improved ln
Rex Prescott made a business trip i college Mr Wotton. son of Mr and
health.
Saturday to Bath.
Mrs. Walter H. Wotton. Is a graduMadellne Miller and Beatrice MilMr. and Mrs F W Cunningham ite of Thomaston High 8chool and
ler passed this week at home from and sons Donald and Robert and W Oeneral Electric Apprentice School
Thomaston .
A. Palmer were in Belfast Sunday He is employed by the General Elec
Madeline Bums who has employ and also called on Scarsmont rela tric Co . at Lynn. No date has been
set for the wedding
ment ln Warren, has been spending tives.
a few days at her home here
Mr and Mrs Austin A. Orne who
has been passing the winter in West
Boothbay was home last weekend.
Mrs Annie Doe and Miss Irene Doe
spent a day ln Rockland recently, t
EASTER MEMORY PICTURES
A. L. Bums and family motored tn
! Wilton Sunday to view the mysterii ous road.
Rosalie Taylor of Thomaston Is
making her home at A W Morton’s
j residence.
Evelyn Autio went Thursday to
Massachusetts accompanied by Mr.
: and Mrs Wayno Autio. and Hugo
Laurllla of Cushing. Mrs Alma HU:
ls acting as housekeeper during her
j absence
Norman Whitehill of Thomaston
was recent guest of Miss Madeline
Bradford.
Rev. and Mrs. H. F. Heino and
children of 6t. George were calling
Tuesday on friends here.
W A. Lermond ls employed at the
’ Autio farm.
Mrs. Fannie Copeland has returned
home after spending a few days with
J friends in Rockland and Thomaston
Mr. and Mrs. Wayno Autio are
making their home in Cushing with
Mrs Autio's relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Havener had
as guests Sunday Mr. and Mrs Har. old Smith, daughter Caroline Eileen
Left: A photoflaih caught Uncle Henry all dressed up for church. Right;
Havener of North Cushing and Mr.
The picture of Mary Elizabeth and her bunnies was snapped at 1/50 sec
and Mrs Nelson Sabicn of Rockland.
ond, atop f.11, in the Easter sunshine.

SNAPSHOT GUIL

DUTCH NECK

Basil Wlnchenbaugh of Rockland
recently called on his aunt Mrs. Clin
ton Gross.
Water for Senator*
Mrs. Celesta Winchenbaugh is in
Costs Above $7,000
Wollaston. Mass., for a five weeks'
Washington.— Senators drank
stay with relatives. Mrs. Ada Well
more than $7,000 worth of min
man Is keeping house for Mrs. Win
eral water during the fiscal year
chenbaugh during her absence.
ended June 30, 1035, and spent
Herbert Whitcher has returned to
over $1,000 for Ice to cool their
his home here after spending the
beverages, the annual report of
the secretary of the senate
winter with his sister in another
showed. The report also showed
State.
$205,375 for miscellaneous items.
Mr and Mrs. Tnomas WinchenIncluding about $050 for paper
cups, $21.60 for six feather dus | bach and three children called on
relatives In Friendship and South
ters, $12 for silver plating the
water pitcher In Vice President
Waldoboro recently.
John N. Garner’s office, and $700
Herbert Stahl and Myron Chase
for keeping the clocks wound
were ln Boston on a recent visit.
and In good condition.
Floyd Creamer of Gardiner spent
Sunday with hls mother Mrs. Alice
Creamer.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Richardson of
Portland were weekend guests of Mr.
WE BUY
and Mrs. Herbert Stahl and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Chase and
Misses Stella Chase and Della Chase
CLARENCE E. DANIELS attended the party recently given Mr.
JEWELER
and Mrs. William Post of Winslow’s
370 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND
Mills, in honor of their marriage.

OLD GOLD

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZIl]

Brooder House Easy to Build

ps ASTER, you know, is the tra" ditional occasion for backsliding
Uncle Henry to don his top hat, cut
away coat and striped trousers, pin
a posy on his lapel, select the swank
iest of hls walking sticks, cast a sad
eye on his golf clubs, and piously
promenade to church. Or, If it Isn't
Uncle Henry, it is father himself or
some other renegade male in the
family ready and willing to concede
that at least once a year it ls for the
good of hls soul to participate in
religious exercises.
Well, now. isn't this an event
worthy of pictorial record ln the
family snapshot album? “Easter
1936. Uncle Henry Goes To Church.”
There you have the dear sinner in
all his sartorial glory and the evi
dence that he is not, after all, com
pletely unregenerate. You and he
will treasure that picture.
Easter, indeed, provides a rich as
sortment of lens fodder for the hun
gry camera enthusiast—opportunity
both for pictures of lasting interest
to the family circle and for the kind
that appeal to all who behold them.
Being an occasion for the fair sex
also to go on parade, Easter is a
day for catching picture remem
brances of the feminine members
of the family when, for example,
they emerge from the house looking
happy in their up-to-the-minute hats

and smart new suits. Then there are
the children with their rabbits and
Easter eggs; snapshots of them on
this Easter Day will make precious
memory pictures.
For pictures of general appeal,
what can be a better subject than
the Easter parade before and after
church? Here you have all sorts of
people, displaying Interesting con
trasts in dress, demeanor and bear
ing, as they promenade “to see and
be seen,” offering you opportunities
for entertaining "studies” of human
nature. Such pictures you can get by
shooting almost at random any
where in the throng. Be energetic
enough, however, to secure an ele
vated vantage point for a few gen
eral views of the procession with the
church entrance ln the background.
Years from now you will get fresh
entertainment from all these Easter
pictures because of the inevitable
changes in fashions, Just as we do
now from photographs showing
those queer clothes worn in the
Easter parades of a generation ago.
Incidentally, in case yours is not a
pocket-size camera, and you would
rather miss church than carry a
larger camera down the aisle, be in
genious enough to find a parking
place for It somewhere outside, In
your car perhaps, ready for * few
more pictures after church.
JOHN VAN GUILDER
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HORIZONTAL
1-Gav* food to
4-Willow twigs
8-Large monkey
11-Smear with oil
13-Lower in grade
15-Thoee who tan hides
17- Eating-car
18- Century (abbr.)
19- Pronoun
21- June bug
22- Conaumed
23- A ghost
25-Besides
27- Exiats
28- Prepontlon
29- Wants
31- Large plant
32- Sag
33- Excite
36- Suffix used to form
past tense
37- Conjunction
38- Lair
39- Tropical fruit (pl.)
42-A letter

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
43-A deputy (abbr.)
45- The aun
46-Consume
47- A small bay
49-Make wet
52-Wanted
54-A government grant
55- Sum up
56- Ascended
67-Roada (abbr.)

VERTICAL

57

VERTICAL (Cont.)
16-Ceaee

20-Very
22- Dirccted
23- Horee
24- Part of the lege
26-Ruetian title (pl.)
28-Science
30- Termlnate
31- lntertwined con
fusedly
34-Tllted
15-Small particle
37-Seaport of Belgium

1- Obese
2- Performa
40-Because
3-One who receives a 41-Run away and
gift
marry
4- Unit
42-Consumer
5- Undreaa
44-Spread loosely for
6- Type measure
drying
7-Crimton
46- Superlative suffix
•-Worried
47- Girl'e name
9-Peeked
4*-Terrltory (abbr.)
10-Make a mistake
50- Man's name
12-Tavern
51- Nights (abbr.)
14-Asslst
53-Five hundred one

(Solution to previous puale)

AS
DCN COSSip

►y
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Perennials
A GOOD RULE to follow In
planting perennials Is to place
them a little closer than half
their own height. Plants grow ’i ,
ing two feet or so high, should
be a foot apart.
• see
IN TRANSPLANTING peren
APPLETON RIDGE
nials from one location to an
Emily
Perry of North Appleton was
other, take a good sized ball of
guest last weekend of her sister Mrs.
soil around the roots. If thia la
Ellen Carleton and family.
done almost any perennial may
be moved.
Joseph Moody was a patient at Dr.
• see
Pettaplece's hospital in Chmden reTHE EARLIER In the Spring I cently for removal of tonsils.
that your new perennials are
Mrs. Ethel Moody. Lucy, Laurence
set out, the better plants they
and Ronald Moody visited relatives
will be another year.
• see
Sunday ln Augusta.
Mrs Elizabeth Stanley and daugh
PERENNIALS
are
the back
bone of your garden. Blooming
ter of Bangor were Sunday and Mon
year after year, they give per
day guests of Mr. and Mrs W M.
manency while the annuals give
Newbert
changing variety from year to
I Mrs Blanche Brown and Miss Ruth
year.
Moody went Monday to Camden
• • • •
where they underwent tonsil opera
NOTHING IS more pleasing
than a properly planned peren
tions at the Pettapiece Hospital.
nial border. It requires, how
Mr. and Mrs. Abner Grant of At
ever. a careful study of both
lantic. Mass., are spending a week
the flowering season and the
' with hls parents.
heights of the plants to be used.
The High Schoo! play Friday night
• • • •
was an excellent production and suc
LEAVE YOUR daffodils ln the
cessful financially.
ground through the winter. At
Intervals of two or three years
they should be dug up, held all
winter and replanted.
• * • •
A DRINKING FOUNTAIN and
bird bath In the garden will In
terest the children. The birds
will help in keeping down the
troublesome garden Insects.
• • • •
PICK THE faded flowers from
your pansies. If this Is done
and they are In a location where
they receive shade for a part
of the day. they will continue
blooming up to frost.
• • • •
IF YOUR peonies do not bloom
it Is usually one of four rea
sons: Too deep planting, lack
of sunlight, deficiency In mois
ture, or a late frost that has In
jured the bloom but not the
hardy plant.
• • • •
SAVING SEED Is seldom suc
cessful for the amateur. New
seed Is not expensive and you
PRINTED STATIONERY
can be sure that cross-fertiliza
tion or other conditions have
Note the quality!
not materially affected them.
Large Baronial Sheets of fine,
smooth Vellum In Blue Ivory. Or
chid or Green check. Large point
ed flap envelopes. Printed ln Blue,
Brown. Green or Violet Ink.

April Special!

RYTEX
DOUBLE CHECK

BRECK’S SEEDS

Note the quantity!

(They Are Tested)

200 SINGLE SHEETS
100 ENVELOPES

Crie Hardware Co.

OR
100 DOUBLE SHEETS

408 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
45-50

VINALHAVEN

ft

100 ENVELOPES

ROCKLAND STB’T CO

Service to Vlnalhaven, North Haven,
Stonington, Isle au Haut, Swan'i
Island and Frenchboro
Effective Oct. 1, 1935

III

Winter Service 1935-1936
Dally Except Sunday
(Subject to Change Without Notice)
Eastern Standard Time
Rend Down
Read Up
P. M
A. M
Ar 6.00
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island.
6 30 Lv. Stonington.
Ar. 4.40
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3.30
1.15 Lv. Vlnalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
Lv. 1 30
930 Ar. Rockland,

$1 00
Postage 10 Cents Extra

With printing on Sheets
and Envelopes

April Only! Be sure to stock up
now for future use

The Courier-Gazette
-r-W
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A DAY IN THE LIVES OF REFUGEES
S A CONSEQUENCE of the Nuremburg laws, which literally
mean an economic death to '‘nonAryans,” thousands of Jews and flonJews have fled from Germany. Not
since the World War have the na
tions of Europe witnessed such an
exodus of desperate, penniless ref
ugees.
Prom America, financial support
to refugee shelters and rehabilita
tion stations in France. Holland,
Czecho-Slovakia, Austria and provi
sion for aid to Jews ln Germany
has been made chiefly through the
American Jewish Joint Distribution
Committee. At the bottom ls shown
an uprooted family of German Jews
seeking shelter in an already over
crowded J. D. C. sustained refugee
station in France. Center left shows
a refugee family alighting in Metz,
France. At the top is shown a J. D. C.
supported food station in Poland
where the economic plight of the
Jew is as desperate as in Germany.
Under the leadership of Felix M.
Warburg, New York banker and
philanthropist, the American Jew
ish Joint Distribution Committee,
100 East 42nd Street, New York
City, is conducting for 1936 a na
tional campaign for $3,500,000 to
continue its activities of relief and
reconstruction in behalf of needy
and oppressed Jews in Central and
Eastern Europe.
Leaders in the United States have
set that sum as the irreducible mini
mum necessary to continue that or
ganization's program of aid for Jews
of Germany, refugees who have fled
to France, Holland, Czecho-Slovakia
and other countries, and the millions
In Poland. Roumania and other East
European countries.
As part of its program the J. D. C.
will contribute toward the program
involving $15,000,000 of which
$10,000,000 is to come from America,
which it is hoped will enable over
a four-year period approximately
20,000 to 25,000 employable young
Jews yearly to emigrate from Ger
many.
Since 1933 the J. D. C. has spent
approximately $2,000,000 for help to
Jews ln Germany and in refugee
lands. Many non-Jews are among
those receiving this aid. In tbe past
21 years it has raised and disbursed
over $84,000,000 to aid several mil
lions of Jews in more than 50 na
tions. It is acknowiegded to be the
dominant Jewish philanthropic or
ganization in the world.

GUARDIANS
OF OUR COAST

A

What our llghtkeepers and coast
guardsmen are doing to protect
ooa.stwt.se shipping by day and
by night. The day's new*
from many lonely outposta
along Maine's waterfront.

i

K

To veer, how vain! On. onward strain.
Brave barks! In light. In darkness too.
Through winds and tides one compass
guides—
To that, and your own selves, be true.
—Arthur Hugh Clough

landing yearly suplles. he proceeded
down river.
Oil tanker, Oeorgianne. passed In
by Sunday with fuel oil for Wool
wich.
Portland Head
Keeper N.ve attended the Odd Fel
A shower a day keeps the sunshine lows Day meeting of the 13 Class last
away.
j Sunday in Portland, having been in
"Be-kind-to-animals week”
We vited to attend with the Lincoln
don't have to be reminded to be kind Lodge of Bath. There was a large
to animals as we feel quite sure we attendance and a fine trip was enkeep brushed up In that respect.
I Joyed.
Mrs Webster and ton Edgar of
Mr. Nye's sister, brother-in-law
Danvers, Mass., were holiday guests and daughter. Alice Mullen of Ra'nof R. T. Sterling and family.
j dolph were visitors Sunday at the
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow were station.
guests Sunday evening at the home
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Pinkham and
of F. O. Hilt and family.
! sons Roger and Gordon, have been
Misses Elizabeth Sterling and Ma guests here recently.
rlon Sterling of Peak's Island visited
Mr. and Mrs. Nye were pleased ‘.o
Mrs R. T. Sterling over the weekend meet in Bath recently, Mrs. Powers
and holiday. Mr. and Mrs. R. T j of Perkins bland Light Station and
Sterling and guests went motoring I hope to have the pleasure of calling
Monday
j on them in the near future.
Keeper and Mrs. Elliott of Cap?
Keeper Nye witnessed a bad acci
Elizabeth called on the Hilt family dent Sunday near the Marine Hos
last Saturday.
pital ln Portland. In a collision of a
Rev. Bowsfield. while in Portland large clam truck and a Ford V8 se
recently on the Mission boat Sun dan, the truck was turned completely
beam. visited the families here. We over and the sedan was a complete
ire glad to receive Mr Bowsfield and wreck.
enioy his ;alL We reg ct Mr HupWith best wishes to all I conclude
till ls unable to Join the boat at pres and go now to tune in Major
ent but trust it won't be long before Bowes' Amateur Hour which ls a ra
he will renew association with Mr dio favorite here.
A v
“Keep tuned fc” and we did J"'*t
We are as near to
that all dry Wednesday to get wry
werd concerning the men entombed heaven by sea as by land
—Ollbert
in the Moose River gold mine as res
cuers worked to save their lives.
Mrs. Sherwin Prout and son and
NOTICE TO MARINERS
Miss Prout of Cape Eiizaoeth called
Wednesday afternoon on families
West Penobscot Bay—Marshall
here.
Point Lighted Bell Buoy 8 to be Es
• • • •
UNION
tablished about May 15. in 200 feet.
Two Bush
1700 yards, 268 degrees from Mar
Mrs Oeorge Best and children of
Mrs. Fred Batty and family have
shall Point. North Islesboro. Lighted
Washington have moved Into tha returned to Spruce Head after spend
By R F SERVICE
buoy will be red and will show a
Fred Lucas rent.
ing five weeks with Assistant Keeper
white flash of 0.5 second duration,
Betty Wragge, tbe talented young violin, guitar, trombone, piano ana
Maynard Lucas has been appointed Batty at the light.
actress who plays the role of “Peggy" cornet. At the age of fifteen, he was
eclipse 2 seconds, of 140 candlepower
Just think. 25 years ago the 10th
postmaster.
In “Forever Young." the aerial ol first cornetist in the Van Buren,
12 feet above water, visible eight
American h o n> e Arkansas. Queen City Sliver Cornet
Robert Keene of Massachusetts twin sons were born to Keeper and miles. Buoy will be maintained an
life has qualified band.
was In town recently to attend the Mrs. Smith. This event, happened nually from April 15 to Dec. 15.
In practically
••• Columbia's ace air stanza, the
funeral of hls aunt, Mrs Viola Hall. while Keeper 8mith was at the
every field of en
Casco Bay—Portland to Marc Point
Rockland Breakwater.
tertainment, not Monday evening Radio Theatre ses
—Rifle Range Marker Buoy was es
Mrs Lerov H<*mlnwav Is gaining in
withstanding the sion, is experimenting with great
A surprise party was given Roland
health after a severe illness.
tablished April 23 a black and white
fact that she is success tn a new
Smith and Roger Smith on their re
stIU ln her teens and advanced
horizontally banded 3rd-class tall
Mrs.
Vesta
Carpenter
has
returned
cent birthday. Cards and games
She made her technique of mic
type can with black top band, in 45
from
a
three
months
visit
with
her
screen debut a t rophone dramatic
were the evening's features and
feet. 775 yards, 263'.. degrees from
I sister. Mrs. Nettie Dornan.
the age of three production. A I sandwiches, coffee, cake and Jell-o
In the silent pic though the great
Mrs. Myrtle Watts and son. were served Guests were: Rosalie Basket Island Lower Ledge Beacon
ture, ' Yolanda." plays of the thea
Buoy ls surmounted by a large red
I Francis, were callers recently at the Harvey. Marjorie Jackson. Robert St.
and has since tre provide vehi
I Cleveland Walter home ln North Clair. Oeorge Dyer. Sam Pepicello. flag Buoy will be maintained dur
played In scores cles for this series.
Betty Wragge of other films, fn Its producers make
ing rifle practice at Fort McKinley to
Waldoboro.
Maurice Harvey. Orrin Scammon. mark limit of rifle range. Mariners
addition to her radio role ln “For their audible
Jeruel Hart of Warren has beer. Francis Dyer, Elizabeth Scammon. are warned to avoid passing between
ever Young." Betty is at present ap adaptations, with
pearing ln the Broadway hi: show, the loudspeakei
'
guest
of his sister, Mrs. Mary’ Clark Beryl Borgerson. Lillias Sprague. buoy and Great Diamond Island.
fans ln mlna The
“Dead End "
Barbara Achom. Alice Scammon,
latest great stai ,Lawrence Tibbett i this week
! Dr. and Mrs Eugene U Ufford and Mary and Ruth Foster and Raymond
••• The largest stage In the Holly to appear on this
VINALHAVEN
wood NBC studios is too small for series is Lawrence Tibbett, world
son. J. Kimball, of Auburndale. Mass Winslow. A Jolly time was I’lc-ed.
the symphony orchestra Sigmund famous baritone, who ls also one of
Mrs
Fred
Batty
and
sons
Thornton
visited last weekend with Dr. Ufford's
Romberg uses on the Monday eve Hollywood's most sought after lead
Rev. N. F Atwood returned Mon
and Billy spent the weekend at the
ning programs ln which he is co- ing men.
mother. Mrs. Lulle Ufford.
day from Augusta wh?re he attend
starred with Lionel Barrymore. Con
light.
Mrs. Clifford Randall and daugh
••• While many of radio's stars are
sequently a special platform had to
Recently while going from Owl's ed the Methodist Conference. He
ter. Audrey, of South Montvllle were
be built in front for the conductor, planning hunting and fishing trips,
Head
to Rockland our boat caught will continue as pastor of Union
ocean voyages motor tours or com
who ls P.omberg himself.
callers Tuesday on Mrs. Bertha Bry
plete relaxation for their vacations.
fire
and
but for the timely arrival of Church for the coming year
ant.
••• George Olsen and Frank Fay Phil Baker is organizing an AllMrs. Leona Reed of Grace Chapter.
the
Witham
brothers from Green
are the most recent additions to the Radio Revue to play one night stands
Mrs W. Cobb Perry of North Union
O.ES.
was a visitor Monday night at
Island
the
boat
would
probably
have
Hollywood radio colony. The popu during the 13 weeks' vacation he will
was a visitor Wednesday at the home
lar bandleader and singing star. take from the air.
been a total loss Their assistance Marguerite Chapter, returning to
of Mrs. Jennie Thurston.
Ethel Ehutta, moved their broad
was greatly appreciated. Mrs. Smith. Thomaston Tuesday. While in town
••• Connie Gates, the petite NBC
casts from Chicago to the movie
Mrs Lydia Calderwood called last Elliott 8mlth and Roger 8mlth were she was guest of Mr and Mrs Truesongstress,
is
scheduled
to
receive
citadel; while Frank Fay, after hls
Saturday on friends In this com ln the boat at the time of the acci worthy Smith.
tremendous success on the Vallee her pilot's license for flying next
munity.
hour, opens his new series with all month, much to the displeasure of
Dancing tonight at the Blue Room
dent.
•
the fanfare of a premiere at Grau- her manaeer who would prefer that
Mrs Lulle Ufford's 80th birthday
with rhythm by the Yankee ClippersMrs
Smith
has
been
suffering
she
keep
her
feet
on
the
ground
and
man's Chinese Theatre.
anniversary was made happy Mon from an attack of neuritis ln her left Violin. Fred Swanson; trombone
her vo*ce on the air.
day by many gifts, cards and letters shoulder and arm for the last three Oeorge Swears; drums and traps.
••• Harry Horllck, the popular
••• Smith Ballew, the likeable
musical dlrcctoi who has conducted
A small party of friends were Invited weeks, but ls recovering slowly.
Walter Ingerson; piano. Jack Philip.
the NBC "Oypsies'' for many years, young Texan who has his big chance
to enjoy dinner with her. Mrs. Uf
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Macintosh
as
master
of
ceremonies
on
the
Sat

B B B •
takes issue with
urday Chateau
ford has been In ill health the past
returned Thursday from Boston
those who contend
Pond
bland
programs, ls ex
four years but was able to be up In
where Mr McIntosh has been a pa
that radio listen
tremely bashful.
Mrs. Pickett has returned from
ers are fickle. Horthe afternoon and receive friends.
tient at the Baker Clinic.
Imagine
his
em

Portland where she has been a pa
lick attributes hls
•
•
•
•
barrassment
when
Summer dances under the auspices
continued popu
tient in the Eye and Ear Infirmary
columnists dubbed
of The Fakers will be held In Cappy'a
larity to an effort
Viola
T
Hall
him "the handfor the past month. She Is much Im
to please the ma
Hall, now known as Sloop Yankee
somest man in
Viola (Thompson), widow of Wil proved ln health. Keeper Fick<’tt
jority, rather than
Oirl. The hall is very artistic with
radio.
”
Just
to
select ; oups. As
liam Hall died Artll 15 at the home motored last Saturday to Portland to
rub it In. Victor
new decorations.
a result, he avoids
of her oous.,1, Mrs. Florence Alley at bring her home.
Young, the Cha
the red-hot num
Several listened to WBZ Thursday
teau o r k pilot,
East Union, folk wing a short illness.
Mr Sampson inspected this station
bers and those
and enjoyed a broadcast dedicated to
persuaded
Dorothy
classified as ex
Born in this town 82 years ago, April 15 and landed spring supplies.
Lamour to check
Vlnalhaven and its fishing Industry
tremely classical
daughter of Dr. Simon Thompson,
Keeper Pickett finds the roads
Harry Horlick In addition to hls Dorothy Lamour the nickname with
made possible by the efforts of Post
directly.
Mrs. Hall had lived the greater part much Improved since he took Mrs.
pleasing musical offerings, Horlick Incidentally, the Smith
master O. V Drew.
lovely
lady
con

of her life in the did homestead. She Flckett to Portland a month ago,
features vocalists who find favor firmed her NBC buildup with a fine
Mrs Ola Ames, department senior
with listeners from coast to coast.
was a .vomar cf sterling qualities and when he had to leave his car at Bath
guest star performance.
vice president of the Ladies' Circle
leaves hestf cf friends besides nieces and walk down to Popham with the
••• Peter Van 8teeden, who has
of the OAR. has leturned from
••• Igor Gorin, baritone «tar ot
and nephews to mourn her loss.
dog. Ardo.
Just celebrated a full year as orches the CBS "Hollywood Hotel" pro
Camden, where she was entertained
tra leader of the Fred Allen “Town grams. has played ln over thirty
Fred Osgood, son of the Keeper of
by Department President Lillian Lin
Hall Tonight” program, has furnish operas, but enjoys doing novelty
Fort Popham Light, substituted for
ed the musical background for five numbers—many ln dialecU-on hls
SOUTH WALDOBORO Keeer Pickett during the latter's ab coln. Mrs. Ames attended the anni
of radio’s ace comics.
air series.
versary of Belfast Circle as guest of
sence.
honor.
Alfred Standish. Sr, and family
B • • •
••• Bob Bums, the bazooka blow
••• Bud Guest, the son of Edgar
Mrs. W Y. Fossett visited Thurs
ing gent, who has stolen the atten Guest, star of "Welcome Valley." Is
were at their home here during last
Doubling
Point Range
tion of comedy fans, is really a following ln his dad's footsteps. Bud.
day in Rockland
weekend.
Mr.
Standish
was
the
talented musician. He learned to who has been a newspaper reporter
Keeper and Mrs. Nye have been
Mrs Herman Crockett of North
auctioneer lest Saturday afternoon
play a mandolin when he was six for some time, ls now being heard as
busy
for the past three weeks in Haven was guest Thursday of her
years old. Then he mastered the a radio news commentator.
at the Appleton sale.
washing ceilings, murescoing, paint aunt Mrs. Henry Newbert.
A pie social will be held tonight at
ing and papering—a regular spring
Mrs. Alice Strickland returned
the pavilion.
drive.
Wednesday
from a two weeks’ visit
Miss Barbara Pitcher of Auburn
Tender Hibiscus arrived here April with her daughter Miss Ethelyn
dale, Mass., spent the holiday week
17 with Ass't Supt. Sampson aboard. Strickland in Boston.
end with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
After Inspecting both stations and
Mrs. Angus Hennigar is visiting her
Is any time you wish to trade what you have for some
Franklyn L Pitcher.
daughter Mrs. Merle Hutchinson tn
Miss Barbara Newbert of Rockland
thing you want. The way to do it is by advertising
Rockland.
will give an exhibition dance at the
Mrs. Albert Carver attended the
Borneman pavilion tonight. Miss j to quickly relieve the
in the Classified Column of The Courier-Gazette.
Methodist
Conference at Augusta
Newbert specializes in acrobatic (stinging torment,women
Costs little. Results, quick and satisfying. Phone
On return she was accompanied by
and toe dancing and needs no Intro
her mother, Mrs. Wilbur Geary of
use mild, soothinq «
duction to Knox and Lincoln Coun
770,
,
Easton, who is her guest.
ties. as she has entertained the pub
I H\
Miss Doris Clifford, daughter of
lic many times,

POWER-PACKED AND
PRIMED FOR ACTION
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MONTHLY PAYMENTS

W

E’D like fo show you
what this Buick owner

TO FIT YOUR PURSEI

how obedient a Buick is—

Xr 4 about the General Mature

how completely it puts con

initallmtnt plan

meant when he coined that
trol in your hands—how re

phrase about the Buick

assuring it is to ride in it at

Special!

any pace!

We’d like to show you what

After that, we’d like to prove

it’s like to ride behind the

that you can afford a Buick—

ablest straight-eight engine

how very little more it costs

in the world!

than the lowest priced cars.

We’d like to level out a few

Come take a ride in a Buick

hills for you—iron a couple

Special Series 40 and see if

of had roads smooth—let you

you can find a phrase that

sample the velvet softness

describes it better!

-tKFto flH5 art the lit! priett
of the new Buicii at Flint,
Michigan, subject to change
without notice. Standard
and ipecial acrenone, group!
on all modeh at extra tort.
All Buichpricte include lafety
glan throughout ai Handard
equipment

of hydraulic brakes

as Buick knows how

to build them.

We’d like you to see

A

OENERAL

MOTORS

PRODUCT

C. W. HOPKINS

Right Out Of The Air

THE UME TO "SWAP’

'

'

712 MAIN STREET
WHEN

BETTER

AUTOMOBILES ARE

Rev. and Mrs. Percy Clifford was
united in marriage to Donald Paine,
ln Bethel on Easter Sunday Mr.
Clifford was formerly pastor here
and the many friends cf the family
extend congratulations.
Oscar Larsen has returned front
Waverly Mass . where he has been
employed during the winter.

|
I
!
I
J

TEL 1000-W

ROCKLAND

BUILT, BUICK

WILL

BUILD

THEM

UNUSUAL FACTS REVEALED
-by "Movie Spotlight"

hup kuddiA bdureuti.

SWAN’S ISLAND
P Chase Savage of Massaehusetts
sjjent the holiday with friends here.
Mr and Mrs George Lemoine have
moved into Ernest Smith's tenement.
Mrs Oeorge Jeilison is able to be
out again after being ill for several
weeks.
Maurice Freedman of Stonington ls
ln town this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Painter of Presque
Isle have been recent guests of Mrs..
Painter's mother, Mrs Flora Smith
Nelson Moore is Having repairs
made on his store. A G Sprague be
ing in charge of the work.
The schooner Enterprize recently
unloaded a cargo of salt for R. K.
Barter.
Manford Smith of Presque Isle Is
In town for a few days

NORTH HAVEN
With many ill from colds and
threatened pneumonia. Dr Woodman
has been busy night and day. Mrs
Greenlaw and Mrs. Burgess are sc
much recovered they are now able t.
be about. Harvey Demmon, Almon
Ames and Goldie Firth are among
those who remain 111.
Mr. and Mrs. Owen D. Lermond re
turned Thursday from Sarasota
where they passed the winter
Mrs. Estella Crockett has receive:!
her commission as postmaster.
Sunday at 11 there will be worship
with sermon by the pastor, "The
Time Element in Religious Experi
ence;" singing by the choir under
the leadership of Barbara Stone;
church school at 10, the attendance
last Sunday was 77. Thus far for the
year the average has been 80. At
night service with songs and brief ad
dress by the pastor, "The Value t>f a
Man." The business meeting will be
held at the church Monday night at
7.30. It is hoped all resident mem
bers may be present.
The Boys’ 4-H Club met recently,
with seven members and one visitor,
present.
Games were played and
fudge and brownies served.

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

RATES:

to Your hotel in BOSTON

e»ubl«,3»-4»4»»

ALL ROOMS WITH |ATN

Smc sI wttkly Mt4|

500 Rooms
RADIO
SERVIDOR
TUB ’-.SHOWER

MANGER
»»

NORTH STATION

*4 STEP-Zro/njtftfr TRAIN'

toyaur ROOM"

LIKE A LETTER FROM HOME
To those away for a month, a year, or a decade,

The

Courier-Gazette,

thrice

weekly,

brings

the

friendly word of home town folks and happenings.
Subscribe today

Phone 770.

Every-Other-Day
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WARREN

THOMASTON

STARTS SUNDAY AT THE STRAND

STAR

THEATRE

FOR SALE

Services Sunday at the Baptist)
Mr. and Mrs. William S. Bickford,
WllMotO
Mr. and Mrs. II. Knox Bickford ana
Church will be on standard time, the
JERSEY Bull tor sale. 13 months old.
SHOWS AT 8 00 P. SI.
Robert P. Bickford were in town
morning subject, "Tlie Way, the
El.MER DOW. 270 Pleasant St City.
47*49
Tuesday to attend the committal
Truth and the Light." Special music
HAY for Mie. RA1J*H C. WYLLIE.
services for Mrs. Emma J. Bickford
TUESDAY. ATRIL J8
Includes a tenor solo. "Just Por To
Oyster River Road. Warren Me. Tel
who died last Saturday in Hanover,
Thomaston 169-2
48-50
day." Benke. by Roger Teague, and
“The Petrified Forest”
CAMBRIDOB TAILORING CO . cuT
Mass. Other children of Mrs. Bick
anthem by the choir, "Sweet is the
made suits, overcoats *18 to *50.
LESLIE HOWARD. BETTE DAVIS tom
ford who came were Ross b. Bickford
Will call at your home or office. 400
Work." Clifton. Church school will
samples
to select from. A perfect fit
who returned Wednesday to Bridgebe at noon with the trip to Palestine
guaranteed Tel 435-J. If. P. POWU2
THURSDAY,
APRIL
30
2_Orange
St. Rockland
48*50-tf
water. Mass., Miss Mary M. Bickford
Contest: Christian Endeavor at 6.
ONE John Deere manure spreader for
and Miss Grace Bickford, who re
“
DESIRE
”
and the sermon topic for the evening
sale, ln good condition WALTER S.
turned to Hanover Friday, all of
BENNER. 343 Old County Road. Tel
worship "Wheat and Tares."
MARLENE DIETRICH.
834-W._____________________________ 50-52
whom were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
and GARY COOPER
Warren Orange worked the first
SOME household furniture for sale
Prank D. Elliot, and Mrs Marcus H.
ALEXANDER BROWN. 28 Linden street
and second degrees Tuesday night on
Tel.
887-W.
___________________ 48-50
Carrell and Rev. Mr. Carroll, also of
SATl RDAY, -MAY 2
Harold Wotton.
The third and
SEEDS of all kinds direct from the i
Hanover, who were entertained by
growers, triple tested. C. C TIBBETTS
fourth degrees will be conferred next ‘The Farmer Takes a Wife’
288 Malli St______________________ 49*51 I
Miss Helen L. Carr and returned home
Tuesday and followed by a harvest
BOY’S bicycle for sale, practically new.
JANET
GAYNOR.
yesterday.
balloon tires, price very ica-onable for
supper.
and HENRY FONDA quick sale 21 .Court street. Tel. 273-J.
The Public Library will be closed
Mrs Abbie Wooster is at her home
___________________________________ 50-11
Monday and Wednesday of next week
8-FOOT silent salesman show case
in East Warren.
Matinee at 2.30
while a new flcor is being laid.
with base and glass shelves. 1 large
radiator. CRIES GIFT SHOP.
49*57
W
P.
Robinson
resumed
his
route
News
and
Comedy
Each
Show
Capt. and Mrs. Ross Wilson of El
THREE work horses for sale. Fifteen
Thursday after several weeks’ lllness
SPECIAL—$10 given away each
gin. Ill., who have been spending sev
cows, new milkers and springers, one
Holstein bull One pr yearling steers
Saturday night in thrrr prizes
Mails will be on daylight time
eral days in New York city, returned
One
manure spreader. 2 coal brooders In
50-51
good
condition MURDICK W CRAMER.
Wednesday to the home of his brother
Lyman Randall, who has been
Washington. Me.. Tel. 6-22
50-53
A. K. Wilson and Mrs. Wilson at the
painting in Rockland sustained a
14-POOT doubie-ender for sale. Apply
Westend.
18 Lawrence street.
48-50
heavy fall Wednesday afternoon,
Advertisements ln this column not to
TWO low price houses for sale Rent
Scouts Harriet Tilson. Marjorie
when the staging gnve way. Beyond (treed
three lines Inserted once tor 25 pis!
ilan V. F. STUDLEY. Foss House. Tel.
Woodcock, Pauline and Florine Buma bad shaking up, he seemed little cents, thtee times tor 50 cents. Addi 330 or1154.____________
50-tf
tions! lines tlve cents esch for one time
ham. I.eona Frisbee, Jean Crie. Esther
\i jo|xon and Beverly Roberts supply the romance in “The Singing Kid." the worse for lt.
MODERN seven room houae and
10 cents for three times. Six word.garage. Lot 63x80 feet. Excellent loca
Achorn. Sally Gray, Beverley Kirk- which critics everywhere are hailing as an “entertainment knockouL"—adv? Charles Huntley and Eugene make a line.
tion. at 19 Franklin atreet Tel. 186-R
for
Information.
47*tf
Patrick. Ruth Butler and Glenise Car
Bracey returned Thursday to Cam
STANLEY and Son upright piano for
ney of Pine Cone Troop, with their
den after spending several days with
rale, as good as new Excellent tone.
lieutenant. Jane R. Miller, hikelj “The Singing Kid." latest gigantic (then eloping. He recuperates at an
Priced reasonable for caah. Tel 19-4. |
Mr. Huntley's mother. Mrs. Wilder
Waldoboro. MRS
EMMA
MORTON
musical spectacle with Al Jolson In outdoor camp where he falls ln love
Thursday to Knox Arboretum.
Friendship
48*50
Moore.
r
_
Mrs. Lee W Waiker entertained at the stelar role will be shewn Sunday, wdh a real girl, who jilts him. how
1929 Dual wheel 1(2 Ton Ford truck |
WHITE german spitz female dog. lost for sale, tn good condition. Price reason- i
Services
at
the
Congregational
ever when she finds he has instigat
an informal luncheon Thursday at
named Trixie
Reward. J W STAMP able CHESTER WOTTON. Oreen St 1
Monday and Tuesday.
48-50 Thomaston________________________ 50*52
ed the purchase of a play she has Church Sunday will oe on daylight South Thomaston.
her home cn Dun.i street, to compli
time.
,
ROW boat found In Ice at AlfordTlie
picture
combines
hilarious
written,
and
which
proves
to
be
SEVERAL lots of pressed hay and
ment Miss Margaret Copeland of
Lake. Apply at The Courier-Oazette
for sale Del. In truck loads or at [
Georges River Mills will operate office.___________________________ 49-57 straw
Newton Centre, Mas.,., who isvisiting j comedy with heart throbbing drama worthless. Everything ends in a
barn. J. F BRYANT. Tel 419 Thorndike
Me
45*57
BETWEEN
Summer
street
and
Senter
on
daylight
time
beginning
Monday.
her sister and brother-in-law. Mr and spectacular specialty numbers and blase of glory however, with the enCrane’s store small white purse with sum
NEW Milch cow for sale STARK ]
Mrs. W. D. B. Oray.Other guests
tatchy new popular sengs.
tcrtalner back cn Broadway, and his
Those from here who attended the ol money
Phone 186-R
MAXINE FARM. Rockville, Me.___________ 50*52
50*lt
were Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton. West
Tlie story concerns a Broadway true love at his side.
funeral services Tuesday at Waldo- PERRY
SARDINE Carriers "America" and
In’.rnatlonal" for sale. Both In good
Rockport; Mrs. Joseph Emory. Rock- entertainer who loses his voice after | There is a brilliant supporting cast I boro for Oeorgia. wife of Lester
condition. "America." 14 tons gross. 7
net tons. 47 feet overall, carries 50
land: Mrs. Lewis C. Sturtevant, Mrs ' his fiancee and his manager liav; which includes Sybil Jason the babv Mank. were Mrs. Edna White. Mrs
hogsheads, powered with 55-65 hp.
Bowdoin L. Grafton. Miss Clara Spear robbed him of every cent he lias and | star —adv.
Lizzie Waltz Mrs Mabel Mills. Mrs.
Lr.dgep >rt 4 cycle engine: "Internatlon- :
al
IS tons grots. 7 net tons. 41.8 feet
Eva
Perry
and
Mrs
Martha
Kalloch
and Mrs Gray of thia town.
—------ ----- K********»*****k overall, carries 50 hogsheads, powered I
with 24 hp
2-cycle Lathrop engine
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Jcseph A. Bellmore her five grandchildren. Mrs. Ruthj
ROCKPORT
Mr end Mrs Oeorge Oray. Mr. and
MIDDLE-AO ED man wanted, one who Being sold to settle estate For further j
good home, year round plxce Information, price etc write to MRS
have bought the Andrew Killeran Maxey and Mrs. Elsie Oasper of
Mrs. Joseph Stickr.ey. and A P Gray wants
Must be good hand milker. Have few
H BLANCHARD. Madison street. I
farm in North Cushing and, with Thomaston: five of eight great-grand- Set yourclerk.:shrad one hour be-' attended thcWestern Pythian
Jubl cow- work mostly chore- References ex DAVID
1...
' M
48-30
changed E E CHAPMAN. Lake View
their sen Jcs?ph. and Mrs. Bellmore's children. Harlan. Bobby and Marilynfore retiringtonight.
ice Monday in Boothbay Harbor
Farm. Nobleboro. Me.
48-53 "“glorious Glads nnd Dahlias. Oladl- |
olus. large, cores mixed. 50 for (1.
father. Rcdney Hunt, will occupy it Maxey and Phyllis and Ila Gaspe" S. bools will resume sessions Mon- Ellis Spear 3d returned yesterday
MIDDLE-AGED woman wanted for Gladiolus. smaller cores mixed. 100 for I
housework BOX 195. Union
49-51 11 Dahlias, mixed, not labeled 15 for!
this week. They have sold their home other guests were Mrs Nora and Mr- day after a week’s vacation.
to Newton Centre, Mass., after
EXPERIENCED tnald wanted Apply *1 Dahlias labeled. 5 with 1 unlabeled. 1
on E. cliwcods street to Mr. and Mrs. At’aie Stickney, Earl Maxey and Roy The Methodist Ladles' Aid will hold spending a few days ln town,
at residence
MRS STANLEY BOYN for *1 Price list sent on request MRS
TON. 53 Talbot Ave_______________49-51 A I PERRY Willow Brook Gardens. '
Fred Lil'jy. who will take possesion Gasper.
an all-day session Wednesday at thc The Dorcas Circle of King's
Hope. Maine Route 105 Tel 11-4. 46*65
BOYS bicycle wanted Will buy a
this week.
The Baptist Choral Society will vestry.
DRY hard fitted and Junk wood,
Daughters met Monday night with second-hand one If condition good
under
cover, for sale W. L OXTON. We»t
Address "JACK", care Courier-Gazette
Miss Deris Ayles, who has been spensor an entertainment in the
Miss Elizabeth O Marsh of Rock- Mrs. Elizabeth Munsey
43-tf
___________________________________ 49*51 Rockport. Tel. Camden 8011
guest of Mr. and Mrs Harry H. Stultz vestry next Wednesday at 7.30 for
land was guest Tuesday of Mrs
OREEN fitted hard wood for sale.— ,
FURNISHED cottage wanted near salt
Mechanic
street
has
received
for three weeks, returned Wednesday the benefit of the church. The first Delora Morrill.
water, suitable for year around use for also 5 H. P Bull Dog engine with hoist- j
two_adults Tel. 42-JK____________ 49-51 lng winch and drum We repair refrigera
gravel surface.
to Moncton. N. B.
half of the program will be fashioned
Is the time to get them In
Fred Achorn is able to be out. fol
trailer wanted Mu-t be cheap tors Now
J. Robert Nickles located at the forHOUSE
Call 792. Havener's Ice Go., for
Mrs. Henry L Montgomery enter- like the “Uncle Ezra" broadcast over lowing his recent illness.
caah. C E GROTTON. 138 Camden shape
service.
37-tf
49-tf
CCC Camp at Fort Williams, recent- street. Tel 1214-M_____
tained at a supper and monopoly EZRA with Charles Stackpole as
BEST dry hard wood under cover,
Mr. and Mr. Melville Welt and sot ,
. , .
. -MAID
for
general
houae
worx
wanted
. .
. .
„ „ . (ly visited his parents, Mr and Mrs MRS A W FOSS. 11 Beech street
fitted. *9: Junks. (9: soft wood and
party recently at her home on the uncle Ezra the second half will be Marvin
have returned from New York1"
.. ,,
.
•labs. *7. kindlings. T J CARROLL
.
..
...
. .
.. Percy Nickles. Warren Highlands,
___________________________________ 4 9* j I R F. D. Thomaston. Tel 283-21 Rock
Meadow read, her guests being Mrs -Radio Dramatics." when a one-act where
they spent the winter with
MIDDLE
aged
woman
would
like
40-tf
Robert H. Libby, Mrs. Howard J play will be presented radio-style by relatives
Schools will remain on standaro position as housekeeper for man alone, land.
FINE modern cottage on Oeorges River
Beattie. Miss Aicada L. Hall and Miss Marian Felt. Cecil Day, Lillian
country prefered. MRS HAZEL STONE at Wallaton. 11 acre-, fine bathing. 4
Rev. F F. Fowle, son Bobby and
Burkettville. Me___ ____________ 49*51 bedrooms. Price right. A C Hocking
Rebecca Rebertson.
Thurston and Edward Thurston.
daughter Nathalie visited his uncle.
Mrs Vernon Watts ol Worcester
40-tf
HOUSEKEEPERS position
wanted: Tel 21-3 Tensnt's Harbor 55-31.
efer t
Tickets for the championship Tfccmas Fcwle, Wednesday at Wis- Mass. has re-opened her home here
household MRS &EZ LIBBY. Box 202
The Men's Community Brotherhood banquet should be secured at once , ra„p,
for a few weeks, to be joined by Mr Thomaston
49*51
♦
meeting ha., been postponed for an- from Clifton Felt at the A * P. store.
waiter Null is heme from Keene. Watts and daughter Miss Ruth
WIDOW. 42 with girl 12. wants posl- »
t'on
as
housekeeper
P
O
Box
793.
Rock

ether month because of the girls' and Raymond Young at Knox Hotel or at M. H.. fcr two weeks' vacation.
Watts.
4
land _
__ _____________________ 49’52
boys' basketball banquet.
McDonald's.
SCOOTER-BIKE
wanted
fecond- ***»*♦*♦♦♦***♦♦♦•
Mr. and Mrs. Albert McNichol and
Edward Cutting and Mrs. Grace
FURNISHED.
second-floor
heated
Services at St. John Baptist Epis
ln good condition Address O 11
three children cf Dorchester. Mass.. Harris of Portland have been recent hxnd.
Care Courier-Gazette______________ 49-52 apartment to let. 14 MASONIC ST
copal Church Sunday will be: Holy
_____
_________________________
49*51 I
were recent guests at the home of guests of Mrs Rosa Cutting.
POSITION as chef or order cook want
Mr. Ina M. Partridge
Eucharist 0.33. church school 10.45,
FIVE room rent upstairs, newly ,
ed Be«t of references. HORACE PfcRP.Y
Mr.
and
Mrs
J.
Carlton
Danis.
Ivy
Chapter
OES
is
sponsoring
Funeral services for Ilia M . wide
Orace St.. City.______________________•” painted and papered. 2 Ludwig S’ 1
evening office 7. Al! services will be
The Busy Bee 4-H Club meets this a public party Tuesday night at the AVAILABLE AT ONCE Rawlelgh Route Thomaston MRS RANDALL JONES 26
of Samuel Partridge, who died Mon
Main St
50*52 I
held on Daylight Saving Time.
800 families Only reliable men need
day at the home of her daughter Mrs ' afternoon at the home of Mrs. Orra Masonic dining hall. Games will be of
PARTLY furnished four-room apart- j
apply Can earn *25 or more weekly
Miss Lena Cormier. R. N, who has
played, and a small admission fe< No cash required Write today. RAW- ment to let ELMER C. DAVIS. 22 Ful- |
Burns.
50-52
been visiting at her home in Portland Loring Chapman, on Gleason street
Y ton street.
Mrs. Adelbert Waiker his returned charged. Mr and Mrs. Albert E Mc- LEIGHS Dept MED-73-Z. Albany. N48*50
were
held
Thursday
from
the
ChapPLEASANT room to let. kitchen
for several days, returned Thursday
| man residence, with Rev. H S Kll- from Weymouth. Mass., where she Phail Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Jameson,
| privileges Jf deshed _Call 1067-M 49-51 |
to the home of Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas ]
THREE room all modern furnished '
spent the winter with her sister. Mrs. Mrs Laura Starrett and Mrs Elber’
bcrn,
pastor
of
the
Baptist
Cliureh
Legal Notices
apartment to let V F LTUDLEY Foss
J Anzalonc. George Morse, who ac
H H. Nash, and is staying for a few Starrett are in charge.
House Tel 330 or_1154.___________ 50-tf
officiating.
companied her. and was guest of his
FORECLOSURE NOTICE
• • • •
nn,....
THREE room furnished apartment to
Mrs. Partridge was born in this town days wiih Mrs. Orace Cooper before
Whe.eas Harry Berman of Rocklanc. let at 47 pieasan. gt. Inquire LILLIAN
son. Harry Morse, returned also.
April 21. 1876. daughter of Charie; opening her heme on Commercial
Christian Endeavors Meet
BICKNELL
82 Limerock St
50*52 ■
Mrs. Henry L Montgomery went to
Maine, bv hh mortgage deed dated ; —------------------------------- B
and
Helen
B.
(Lineken)
Oliver
and
street.
February 2. 1934. and recorded In Knox
EIGHT room houae to let for summer.
An
enthusiastic
group
from
the
Bath Thursday to visit her aunt. Mrs.
Registry of Dteds. Book 235 near water, electricity, running water.
had resided here the greater part of
Byron Rider went Thursday to Christian Endeavor Societies of thc County
Page 532. conveyed ta Home Owner*' 2 garages. Write H. S . care of CourierThomas Donaldson.
49*51
I
Searsport
fcr
a
weekend
visit
with
Loan
Corporation,
duly Oazette.
Knox County Union met Thursday established under athecorporation
Services at the Federated Church her 1We.
laws of the
ALL modern apartment to let 48
Surviving are her mether. Mrs. Bar- has grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Myron at the Baptist Church. A social hour United States ot America, and having Grace
street Tel 133.
50-tf
Sunday will be: Sunday school at
Its office and principal place of busi
,
9 45. morning worship at 11. subje-t
Oliver; one eister. Miss _llelen Paiker.
was followed by supper served by ness ln Washington. D C.:
THREE or four room apartment with
all modern Improvements, to let. 37
the following described real estate,
Oliver; two daughters. Mrs. Gladys
Claytcn Smith has returned from Mrs Grace Wyllie, Mrs. Isa Teague.
of thc pastor's sermon, "Profitable
Willow street. TeL 1147-M.________ 49*51
situated In Rockland. In the County
Moore arid Mrs Chapman; six grand- Millbridge where he spent thc school Mrs Reta Cobum. Mrs Blanche of
Knox,
and
State
of
Maine:
SECOND floor apartment opposite J
Failure." At this service the FederTwo certain lots or parcels of land,
. _.
, .
the children. Maxine. Waite". Lawrence vacation with his family.
A Jameson store to let. new bathroom,
Moore and Mrs. Susie Oxton, to
together with the buildings thereon,
ated Choral Association will sing the:
new heating plant, all new paint and
and Vera Chapman, and Estelle and
The Trytchelp C.ub will mee. which 100 sat down Assisting in
situate In said Rockland, and
paper C A HAMILTON. 29 Chestnut
anthem “Thou Art Near" by Norman.
bounded and described as follows:
street. Tel 386-J
49-tf
Richard Moor®, all of this town. The Monday night at the home of Mrs serving were Misses Virginia Wyllie, Parcel
1.
At the evening service at 7 the pas
MUNROS Restaurant 8 Park St.,
Beginning ln the northerly line of
bearers were William Partridge of Robert Magune.
Phyllis Perry. Elizabe-.li Oxton. Con
partly equipped,
tenement upstairs
Maple Street, at the southwest corn
tor will use for his topic “The Cost of
furnished
DAN MUNRO 105
Warren, Frar.k Lineken, Everett Con-1 A meeting of th? board of directors stance Jenkins, and Annie Starrett.
er of Mrs Alden's land, formerly;
War." Following the usual custom
UmeraekSt.. TeLUOK___________ 49*51
thence northerly bv said Alden's
den and Loring Chapmn of inis j of the Rockport Carnival-Regatia
land sixty-three 1631 feet to stake
Miss Pernc Whitney of Rockport,
EIOET room furnished house, to rent
beginning this Sunday all services
and stones; thence westerly ninety
town. Interment was in the Thomas- Atcoclation was held Wednesday president, supervised the meeting.
for summer. Beautifully situated nea.1901 feet to stake and stones at a
will be held ta the Congregational
Georycs river. South Cushing. MRS B
j ton cemetery.
night at the home of Mrs. Nellie Reports were read by the secretary.
point sixty (60) feet northerly from
L_STEVENajJlendship
48-50
Church for the summer. All service* j
the north line of Maple Street;
i Ballard. Matters regarding the re
40 ACRE pasture to let for season,
thence southerly sixty (60| feet to a
Miss Olive Elwell of Thomaston.
will be held on Daylight Saving Time ]
with running water, ln Rockport C. E
polift In the northerly line ot said
gatta to be held Aug. 6. 7, 8 were dis The Thomaston Society won tho
OROTTON, 138 Camdtn St.. TeL 1214-M
Humorous Pantomime Presented
Street, ninety (90i feet westerly
Mrs. Ellen Jones, who has been)
cussed and some definite plans made. banner for the largest attendance.
____________________________________ 49-tf
from said Alden's said southwest
visiting her son and daughter-in-law, I Following the meeting of Grac», Rev G. F Currier and family recorner; thence westerly by said
SIX room cottage to let fully furMaple Street ninety (90) feet to | nlshcd. month, season, near shore, good
The nucleus of the conference was
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Jones in Martins- chapter. OES.. Wednesday in Ma- lurned Tharsd,y frcm two days'trip
place of beginning.
view, row boat MRS JAMES GREGORY
The above described premises are the
ville for several days, returned Thurs- ECn;,; :ia'.l, a fine program was pre-] which in-luded visits at Bangor, the public address in the church au
Vinalhaven. Me
45*50
same conveyed by Raymond S Bird
ditorium given by Rev Paul G. Jackday to her home on the Meadow road sen ted which included: Pantomime? Brewer and ouilford
OTFICE to let. ln central location.
and Ella 8 Bird to said Harry Ber
Tel. 133.
45-tf
man. dated May 19. 1926. and re
son, pastor cf the Calvary Baptist
The Baptist Church will hold these .<The Mellc-drammer,” with Mrs. Macorded ln Knox County Registry of
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Davis have re Church of Brewer, who had for his
FOUR-ROOM apartment, furnished
Deeds.
Book
210,
Page
303
services Sunday: Bible school at 9-4'> , rjon jj orafton, as Maggie; Mrs.
and heated, to let; garage. 88 Pleasant I
turned from New York where they subject. “The Hands of Christ." Sing
Parcel 2.
St.. Tel 913-J
45-tf '
morning worship at 11. the pastor’.- Dorothea Ycung, Zingcrella; Edgar
Beginning at the westerly side of
1 spent two weeks.
ALL modern tenement to let on
ing was led by Chester O. Wyllie,
the cement bridge, on the southern
sermon "Thc One Fear ol Life." At
Ames, Patrick: William W QilOcean
St.
Apply
PHILIP
SULIDES.
!
line of Maple Street; thence south
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will meet who also sang the tenor solo "He
_________________________________ 44-tf
erly on a line parallel with Lincoln
the evening eervlce at 1 the pastor chrest. Manuel Del Popoio; Mrs. Avis
Wednesday afternoon at the home of Lifted Me."
Street, by land now of Dorman,
TWO apartments to let at corner of 1
’will use for hls subject "Which Side Brazier and Mrs. Carrie Carroll, curformerly of Nathan B Allen, slxtyUnion and Grove Sts. MRS. LEOLA
Mrs. Josephine Wall.
flve
(65>
feet,
more
or
less,
to
the
ROSE.
100 Union St.
43-tf
Are You On?" Ralph Davis will be tains; Mrs. Madoline Spear, horizon;
northwestern comer of the Haskell
Mrs. Olive Whittier will entertain
TWO furnished apartments to let.
soloist. All services will be held on | Hollie Harrington, sun; Charles
lot. so-called, now owned by Munro;
MICKIE SAYS—
1 the Johnson Society Monday night.
Call 792
40-tf
thence easterly by said Munro lot.
Daylight Saving Time.
Knights, hours: Mr. Oilchrest, shadand parallel with Limerock Street,
FURNISHED tenement to let, all
• • • •
thirty-six (33) feet, more or less (o
modern, hot water heat, nice and warm,
Mrs. Levi G. Copeland entertained | cws; Mrs. Lucy 3. Young, stairs; Mrs.I
an Iron bolt set In the ground, mark
rent reasonable, at FLOYD SHAW'S 47 i
Chureh Notes
wnw A BIG SUBSCRIPTIOU LIST,
a group of relatives at a chicken din-, Leah F. Davis, the reader,
ing a comer of the lot hereby con
North Main bt Tel 422-R
40-tf
LIKE VUE GOT. THENS A HULL
veyed: thence northerly by land of
ner Wednesday night at her home tu. Vocal duets. “Moon Over Miami"' AU Sunday services will begin on
TWO apartmenta of 4 and 5 rooms 1
A
Walker
Brewster,
seventy-two
flock of sueseaiPTioHS exwith hath, heater, garaae and gardec
(72) feet, more or less, to an Iron
honor Mr. Copeland and hls twin and "Lights Out," were sung by Mr . standard time,
PIRIU& EV'RV DAY OF TW'VEAR,
Inquire 12 Knox St. Tel. 156-W. 40-tf ]
bolt at a comer of the cement bridge
brother. Ellis G. Copeland, on the an- Lawrenct Carroll and sister. MisBaptist Church, George F. Curand the southern line of Maple
au1 rr sure saves us a lot
Street;
thence
westerly,
along
the
niversary of their 70th birthday. Other Laura Beattie, with Mrs. Davis accom-[ rier, minister: Church school at 10;
OF BOTHER TO WAVE so main
soutnern line of Maple Street thirty
guests were Mrs. Ada F. W.nchenbach.'panying at the plana. A three-act j service of worship at 11. special music,
OF OUR GOOD FRIEHDS REWEW
(30) feet, more or less, to the place i ♦
of beginning, together with the
WIWOUT
WAITIMG
FER
US
It'
Mrs. Estelle Newbert. Miss Ella Cope- motion picture pantomime, “The Su-pL-mon. “The Forward Movement of
buildings
thereon.
1
SEWD our Monee?
The above-described premises are
land, Mrs. Ellis G. Copeland. Mrs. preme Sacrifice' had in its cast:Lady Baptists:' evening praise service at 7.
the same conveyed to said Harrv
BARRED-ROCK and R. I. Red Chicks
Berman by A. Walker Brewster by
Leila W. Smalley. Mrs. Guy K. Ler- Clara Vera de Vero, young heiress ] sermon "An wering Life's Questions." i
from sturdy, vigorous -’Tck. Bred to lay
deed dated July 6. 1928. nnd recorded
large
nuinbeis ot lar e eggs.
Every
mend and daughter Olenice. and .Mrs. Grafton; Alkali Ike. the star cow Prayer meeting Thur-day at 7.
ln said Registry of Deeds. Book 219.
breeder.
State accrdlted pullorum
Page 119. but the bullding now on
Methodist
Church,
Forrest
F
puncher.
Mr.
Gilchrest;
Darling
Nell,
Stanley Copeland, all of this town.
clean
Write for open d*tes. FOSTER ]
said lot has been erected thereon by
D JAMESON. Waldob ■m. Me.
40-tf]
said Berman since Its purchase.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Roy a real cow girl of the plains, Mrs. Fowle, minister: Sunday school at j
POULTRY wanted" 1 "
)UST, IM ]
And
whereas,
the
conditions
of
said
10;
morning
worship
at
11.
with
ser

Gasper on Beechwoods street was thc Lucy Young; Jazz Hound Han.t
mortgage have been broken; now. there Limerock street. Rock ana. Tel. 377-W
fore. by reason of the breach of the ______________
40-tl |
scene of a family gathering Thursday Nell's devoted admirer. Mr. Knights; mon by the pastor and dedication ol
conditions thereof the said Home
____________________
the
new
hymnals.
At
6
devotional
]
Owners' Loan Corporation, owner of ~
a
night to celebrate the birthday anni Indians, Chief Mud-In-the-Face, Mr.
said mortgage, by Edgar F. Corliss, Its ;■
*
'
versary of Mrs. James Stickney. 84. Ames, and his wife. Chief Hole-In- service of the young people. At 7 thp I
attorney duly authorized, hereby claims '
isinssm v a ansAiin
pastor
will
preach
hLs
farewell
sermon,
j
of Warren. After the guests were( thc-Breec'ncs. Mrs. .Spear; one-act
HOME OWNERS' LOAN CORPORAseated for dinner a procession of her: piay> "$3.98,' Mrs. Young and Ralph j
TION.
1
1
RELIABLE radio service, free estimates.
great - grandchildren led by the Carroll.
By Edgar F Corliss,
CHARI.ES D GOULD. 45 Masonic St..
Its
Attorney.
youngest, 11a Gasper, presented Mrs.
During a social hour refreshments
48*51
44-8-50 Tel 326
Stickney with a pink rosebud, each in were served in the banquet hall by
LADIES -Reliable nalr good* at Rock: land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall order*
turn. She also received three birth the men, the committee being Me.
Turn That Vacant Room i solicited H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
(They
Are
Tested)
40-tf
Ames,
Mr.
Carroll
and
Mr.
Gilchrest.
I
_________________________________
day cakes, material for a silk dress
Into Cash With a
LAWN mowers sharpened---called for!
and cards. The guests were Mr«. There were visitors present from Guv
and delivered Prompt service. CRIE
“To Rent” Advertisement | HARDWARE CO. Tel 791. Rockland.
Stickney's four children. Mrs. Ciaia A. Ham Chapter of East Milton. Mass.;
I ___________________________________45-tf
in The Courier-Gazette
Lermond and Ralph Stickney of Annette, Saco; Mt. Carmel, Rich
| HOUSE painting nnd paper hanging
408 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND, ME.
Rockland; Mrs. Helen Hilton and mond; Golden Rod, Rockland; an:!1
done reasonably, contract or day work [
Telephone 770
45-50
I First class workmanship. D. HESJoseph Stickney of Warren; two of Ivy, Warren.
8ELOREN, Union.
45*47

In Everybody’s Column

LOST AND FOUND

WANTED

ro LET

A FTER THE FIRST few days in April, we can all go back oil the meat
standard again. Lent is really a fine thing limiting us as it does to
nutritious vegetable plates, delicate fish, and clever meat substitute
dishes. It develops our culinary resources and many of us discover an
undreamed of flair for creative cookery when we have to really plan
something new for our families. So Lent was all to the good. But now
that it’s over, we welcome back hearty meat dishes with enthusiasm.
After all, there is nothing better in the whole realm of savory delights
than X thick juicy steak, a delicate spring leg of lamb or a zestful slice
of pork covered with smooth meaty gravy. But while you’re serving
these old favorites, it’s a good idea to introduce a few new dishes, too,
just to keep up this reputation for surprises. Tty Deviled Spare Ribs,
Smothered Hamburg Patties and all thc other brand new recipes sug
gested below. Your family will relish them as a successful send off
to the new meat season.

Deviled Spare Ribs—Peel 6 me
dium potatoes and 6 medium onions
and place in large roaster. Cover
with 244 lbs. pork spare ribs which
have been cut into servings. Com
bine 44 cup Tomato Ketchup, 1
tablespoon Prepared Brown Mus
tard, 2 tablespoons Pure Cider
Vinegar, 1 teaspoon brown sugar,
2 teaspoons salt and 1 cup water.
Thoroughly mix together above
ingredients and pour over vege
tables and meat. Cover and bake
in a moderate oven (375° F.) about
144 hours, or until vegetables are
tender. Baste three or four times
during baking, and remove cover
the last 30 minutes to allow meat
to brown. If sauce is not as
thick as desired, boil over direct
heat about 6 minutes, or until of
right consistency.
Smothered Hamburg Patties—
Mix 1 tablespoon butter, melted,
and 1 cup soft bread crumbs. Add
to 144 lbs. round steak, ground,
with 144 teaspoons salt and 44 tea
spoon black pepper and blend well.
Form into 8 flat cakes. Surround
each with a slice of bacon, secur
ing with a short toothpick. Dip
patties in flour. Fry until brown
on both sides in a small amount of
fat Then add 1 medium can Onion
Soup, cover tightly and simmer
30 minutes or until gravy sur
rounding patties is thickened.
Ground Steak With Onion Gravy
—Combine 1 lb. ground steak, 1
cup left-over mashed potatoes, 1
teaspoon salt and 44 teaspoon pep
per, and mix well. Form into 8
flat round cakes, dip in flour and
fry in 2 tablespoons hot fat on both
sides until browned. Pour 1 me
dium can Onion Soup over cakes,
cover and simmer for 45 minutes.
Pork a la King on Puff Pastry—
Melt 2 tablespoons butter, add 3
tablespoons flour and blend well.
Add 1 small can Cream of Mush
room Soup and 1 small can Noodle
Soup with Chicken and cook, stir
ring constantly, until thickened.
Add a few tablespoonfuls of Soup
mixture to 1 egg, slightly beaten,
then add egg mixture slowly to
Soup mixture, stirring constantly
(prevents cooking of egg). Add 2
cups diced cooked pork, salt and
pepper to taste and 1 pimiento,
finely diced, and continue heating
just until meat is hot. Serve on
large rounds of Quick Puff Pastry
and top with any desired shape of
the pastry. The pastry may be baked
ahead and warmed before serving.

BRECK’S SEEDS

Crie Hardware Co.

I

Quick Puff Pastry—Sift together
2 cups all-purpose flour (sifted
once before measuring) and 1 tea
spoon salt Add 44 cup lard and
cut it into flour with two knives or
a pastry blender until lard is dis
tributed through the flour in pieces
the size of peas. Sprinkle 44 cup
cold water over flour mixture and
blend with a fork. RoU on lightly
floured board to 1-16 inch in thick
ness. Spread one-half with 1 table
spoon soft butter, fold unspread
half over spread half and roll out
lightly to same thickness. Respread
with 1 tablespoon butter and reroll,
then cut into desired shapes. Bake
in hot oven (450cF.) until brown.
Excellent for tart and pastry shells.
Corned Beef Casserole With Pre
pared Mustard—Flake 1-16 oz. can
corned beef finely. Place corned
beef and 2 to 3 cups finely diced
potatoes (44 inch dice) in alternate
layers in buttered casserole, sprin
kling with ralt and pepper to taste.
Blend 2 teaspoons Prepared Brown
Mustard with 1 cup milk and pour
over top. Cover and bake in a
moderate oven (375°F.) for 1
hour. Uncover and continue bak
ing 30 minutes.

FOODS. FACTS -FOIBLES
..

'Ai

'.'-j

•THE EASTER MORNING EGG-ROILING
ON THE WHITE HOUSE IAWN ISA

CUSTOM WHICH ORIGINATED DURING

e’t v.xi'f WAr*

)

PRE5I0ENT MADISON’S ADMINISTRATION.

aristoxenus.the creek
I ’ILOSORHER, WAS SO FOND Of

HIGHLY SPICED SALADS THAT HE

WATERED HIS LETTUCE CARDEN
WITH SWEET WINE.

THE FIRST SALAD DRESSIHG
IN HISTORY WAS MADE OF Oil,

VIHtCAR, FENNEL,MINT, FARSLEY.
AND ELDER-FLOWERS.

ijunrw fu*

THE SIGN OF THE fISH-USED

BY PERSECUTED

CHRISTIANS IN ROME AS THE SYMBOL OF

/

THEIR LOYALTY-WAS ALSO A SACRED

EMBLEM BEFORE THE CHRISTIAN ERA.
THE AMERICAN INDIANS BELIEVED THAT

TWIN CHILDREN WERE TRANSFORMED

EASTER EGGS ARE GIVEN AS GIFTS

SALMON AND THEY WERE NEVER

DURING THIS SEASON OF THE YEAR

ALLOWED TO GO NEAR THE RIVERS DUR

BECAUSE THEY WERE AMONG THE

ING THE SALMON RUN FOR FEAR THEY

FIRST OF THE CHRISTIAN SYMBOLS.

SHOULD BE TURNED BACK INTO SALMON-

LFAMOUrGOURMCTS OF HISTORY

: EGGS AND CHICKS :

•S’irsiT.ii.riVns™,

By JOSEPHINE OIBSON

Director, Heins Food Institute

ISAAC NEWTON’S FAVORITE
COURSE WAS SALAD.

(wAiDoar f)

; MISCELLANEOUS

McDOUGALL-LADD CO.
INSURANCE
14 SCHOOL STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Every-Other-Day
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EALM OF

forth In compressed emotional appeal
throu«h four ^quislte selections,
‘Homing' and "The Old Refrain”
flndin« especially fervent appreclarsonsl notes regard- [ Fred A. Anderson of Brunswick is
tion because of thelr time-honored
arrival*, tbla depart,
,,,
|
ment especially desires Information of recovering from an illness of pneu-.
claim on general aflflection. Mrs.
uncial hanmnlnn narttaa mnalcala afcr I —__ »_
___ d&Ugllter
social
b.ppenlnp..p.rt.ea;mu.lc.ljiii.^!raon|a at ii-.
the «home
of hU daughter.\
paith
at the Plan° and MUs
by Gladys St. Clair Morgan
Notes sent by mall or
gladly received.
Mrs. Norman Kalloch, Chestnut
Bertha
Luce
of
Thomaston,
violinist,
monico—“High, High on a Hill top,”
TELEPHONE ...
lit or TM street.
James 8kinner; “Treasure Island," played In sympathetic accompani
Arturo Toscanini has announced popular music. Rapee has Intro- |
ment, the trio receiving gorgeous
Dr. and Mrs. H. V. Tweedie, Rev.
Dr. F. B. Adams is home from St. Frances D'Agostino.
his decision to retire after the end of duced many modern works at the
bouquets as honor gifts.
The
lndispensables
known
as
and Mrs. C. E. Brookes and Mrs Augustine. Fla., in which ancient
Glorious and Immortal, the Easter this season. He says he Is old and Hall and o-t the air, as well as hls j
Scammon, and Mr. and Mrs. Brookes' city he has been spending a very “ends" were: James Skinner, Rose
own symphonized versions of the best
Hymn
from the opera, “Cavallerla
Murgita, George Roblshaw, Joe
weary; he wants rest. Yet the an jazz numbers. Rapee also conducts
guest. Miss Esther Haskard of Rum- i pleasant winter.
j Rusticana" iRustlc Chivalry) by
Pietroski, Elizabeth White and Tom
ford, motored to Portland Tuesday
-------I Pietro Mascagni, was Imbued with nouncement has brought dismay, for the Sunday evening broadcast con
to hear Dr. Toyhlko Kagawa, noted ! Mrs. B. B. Smith and nephew Pietroskl.
wlll there ever be another Toscanini? certs of General Motors. It ls esti
Florence Molloy, ln tapping rhythm ' tender reverence as the full-toned
I Charles Bicknell, have returned from
Japanese religious leader.
His life reads like a story. Let us mated that 15.000.000 listeners hear
rich
ln
smartly
Introduced
Section
2,
her
j
notes
of
^
as
McLaughlin
_____
j Wilmington, Del., where they were
them. Rad'o Music Hall is visited
Mr, and Mrs. W. O. Fuller who I guests for a few days of Mrs. Smith's choice of costume being a trim dress vital expression, transported her turn back to 1886, just 50 years ago,
dally by 12,000 persons.
to
Rio
de
Janerio.
And
here
Is
the
hearers
through
the
sacred
theme.
have been visiting friends in Kes- ' daughter, Mrs. Arthur Orne
suit ln glittering blue brocade effect,
• • • •
picture
drawn
from
an
article
recent

The
ensemble
for
this
opus
was
com

wick. Va, in the course of their
-------crested by a sparkling top hat. Carry
Gladys
Swarthout
completely for- I
ly
appearing
in
McCall's
Magazine:
homeward journey from Miami. Fla. Mrs. Lillian Dean Perry and Mrs ing on the Pietroski tradition for prised of:
There
we
find
a
traveling
opera
Sopranos
—
Mrs.
Celia
Beaudoin,
got
the
words
of
the
song she was |
arrived yesterday in Boston, where i Walter Britto motored to Portland entertainment, “Girl of My Dreams"
company,
just
an
average
one,
no
Mrs.
Kate
Veazie,
Miss
Margaret
singing
in
p
concert
before Dart
they wlll be guesfc for a few days at' today to visit a few days with thelr and "Lovely Lady" furnished Helen
59 Mt. Vernon street before return sister Miss Annie B. Dean
the Pietroski Ideal vehicles for a charm- Slmmons, Mrs. Elsa Constantine, better or worse than a dozen others mouth students, and had to stop and
which at that time played up and admit It. Al Jolson has forgotten I
ing to their Rockland home.
• ing stage presence and sweet voice. Mrs. Mildred Havener.
Miles Standish Apartments.
Tenors—Edward Veazie, Theodore down the world. But all Is not well ' songs he has been singing for months, I
“The last of the Flanagans" In the
within this particular troupe. The 1 and Edwin Booth suffered from stage !
F. H. Piper of Medford. Mass., who person of Rose, never lacks a hearty Constantine, Harold Greene.
DAYLIGHT SAVING
Baritones—Charles Rose, Lloyd musicians, the chorus, the singers ■ fright throughout his career. Guy
I has been visiting his sister, Mrs. Carl response, and with Sterling Morse in
In common with other locall- ( Cassens has returned home
a graceful, gliding dance, an out Daniels, John Robinson, Ross Mc end the manager are all Italians. But Lombardo always appears with aI
the conductor ls a Brazilian. Senor I violin, but there are no strings ln hls '
standing team perfected a choicely Kinney.
lies throughout thr eastern part (
Contraltos—Mrs. Marianne Bullard, Miguez. There has been friction be- I orchestra.
of thr country, Rockland will go | !
fine
number.
A PROCLAMATION
• • • •
on daylight saving time at *
A ripple of anticipatory pleasure, Mrs. Nettle Frost. Mrs. Lortta Blck- tween him and the orchestra, na- 1
tional
and
musical
friction.
bursting
presently
Into
spirited
api
n?11
,
Mrs
Storer
and
Miss
a. m.. Sunday, April 26.
Mrs. Edith Besse Green, who will
I. Mayor of the City of Rock
Now’ they are to give thelr first
plause, greeted the appearance of Lotte McLaughlin.
Leforest A. Thurston.
soon be re-openlng the delightful tea i
land. do hereby proclaim Satur
! Miss Lotte McLaughlin, endeared to ; Simplicity of structure and the performance ln Rio. Miguez' home ] room at Union known as "Ye Greene I
Mayor.
day. May 9, to be Poppy Day in
I
Rockland hearts hy her grace of earnest application of a talented cast town. The opera is ‘Alda’. Miguez I /.rbour" has been enjoying many fine
this city and I urge all citizens
❖
' manner quite as much as by her achieved success from the curtain knows he is popular in Rio, and lie
musical treats during her winter ln
to observe the day by wearing
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike
j gifted voice. Generous ln co-opera- ascent, striking proof of which rested decides to bring hls irritation Into the vicinity of Boston. Among the
the
memorial
poppy
in
order
that
who spent the winter at West Palm
tion with the organization of which in the happy smiles of appreciative the epen. He plans vengeance. The particularly enjoyable concerts she
the Inspiring memory of those
Beach and St Petersburg returned
she
ls an alumna, Miss McLaughlin's spectators as they agreed, " Twas a hour of the performance Is at hand; has heard was that by Ethel Bartlett
who made the mightiest patri
Tuesday. On thelr way home they
thc orchestra ls ln the pit. Th»
(
enchanting
contralto voice poured grand show,'"
pnd Rae Rol^rtson, two-plano artists, j
otic sacrlllre during the war may
made a week's visit with Mrs. Dion
I audience ls assembled, but Miguez
be recalled lo every person.
Their program. Just to read lt, conveys
E. Woolley In Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
refuses to go on. Absolutely refuses.
NORTH WALDOBORO
LeF'orest A. Thurston.
the beauty of thelr work.
CAMDEN
A theater scandal of the first
Mayor.
Sonata in E-flat Major, Allegro
Miss
Pearl
Borgerson.
Mrs.
Frank E. Morrow ls a patient at
Lyndon Morse of Portland was magnitude ensues. The Rio people mooerato, adagio and allegro, by
Oardner French, and Mrs. Florence
Community Hospital.
guest the holiday weekend of his take thelr opera seriously, and
Knowlton won bridge honors when Mr. and Mrs H. W. Thorndike and
William Gove and Arthur Gove of parents, Mr. and Mrs. V. L. Morse. Miguez ls a favorite conductor Bach: Variations on a Theme of
Haydn (St. Anthony Choral), by
W I N. Club played Thursday night Mr and Mrs. Bert Witham attended Brookline. Mass., are guests of their j
Mr and Mrs. Zolvina Mank of Shouts and hisses and stamps ana Eic.hms; Waltza from "Facade" by
the
Coombs-Morgan
wedding
in
Be'at the home of Mrs Leland Drinkaunt. Mrs. Anna Mixer, Mountain Athens recently visited at thelr home cat-calls swell from zephyr to tornado
William Walton; Thc Poisoned
fast last night.
water.
I street.
at Mank's Comer. Mr. Mank who : Th® manager sends the assistant
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Heal und has been pastor of the Athens j conductor, an Italian. Supertl by Fountain by Arnold Bax; Noel by
Mrs. George W. Smith, Mrs
Mrs. Sidney Farrington was in two children of Belleville. N. J. are
Balfour Gardiner: Danse Negre by
Georg’ Wooster ar.d Miss Grace Stonington Thursday to attend cotn- visiting Mr. Heal's parents, Mr. and Methodist Church the past two years, name, to the stand. Superti shows Cyril Scott; Scherzo by Arensky;
lias been returned to that pastorate himself, and pandemonium breaks Romance by Rachmaninoff; MalaKnowl'.on motored to Portland mittal services for her father. Rev. 'Mrs. Daniel Heal.
and wlll also preach at Harmony loose. The company ls frantic. What
guena by Lecuona. The Poisoned
Thurrday lo meet thelr sister. Miss B. 6 Fifleld. who died last January
Harold Murphy ls driving a new Methodist Church this year.
d0? The director knows that If he Fountain and Noel were dedicated to
Eda Knowlton who was returning ln Boothbay Harbor
The body, j car.
Lida Overlook has employment In has to cancel the performance and
from a visit with friends In Winches which had been ln the tomb, was
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Brewer and Newcastle for a few weeks.
) return ‘he money, the whole com- Bartlett and Robertson.
• • • •
placed in the family lot In West | Mn of
Mass., were recent
ter, Mass.
Emmci Walfh of Flanders Comer I P«ny wU1 he bankrupt. Musicians and
Stonington, the Methodist minister KUesU of
plora Barneri Hlgh
The
overwhelming
success of the
,
singers
would
be
stranded
ln
a
was guest Thursday of Alma Mank.
Mrs. David Talbot and Miss Maude officiating at the brief service.
street.
week
of
Metropolitan
Opera ln Bos
i
strange
land.
Suddenly
hc
has
an
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Miller were
Pratt will be hostesses to Chapin J
-----------------Fred Dean has returned from a callers Sunday at the Foster Mank i inspiration bom of despair. He re ton of which not the least interesting
Class Tuesday night.
J
DO YOU KNOW’?
motor trip to Boston. He was ac home.
members a cellist in the orchestra. proof was the disappointment of so
companied home by Mr. and Mrs.
Rev.
Mary
Gibson
attended
the
B
who is hardly morc than a many who were unable to get tickets,
Miss Margaret Bowler. Mrs. C. O. Thc name of the Rockland cap- | Arthur Oxton of Lincolnville Beach,
1
boy,
but
a musician who has shown has turned thc thoughts of all to the
Methodist Conference recently held
Ome. Mrs. Nana Marshall and Mrs.
tain who loaded granite at Vinalha- Mrs. P. J. Good will entertain the ln Augusta. She wlll serve this pos- some Intelligence In rehearsing the , question of a longer season next
Susie Newbert were the winners at
ven for New York, sailed, after weeks Garden Club Tuesday at 7:30. Dur- torate for another year.
i chorus and who has asked for a year. The Boston Opera Association
the card -party given Wednesday
lost
but
three
I
ing
the
evening
she
will
give
an
outchance to conduct. Perhaps the ap- has been wise in building up a large
afternoon under the auspices of passed reported
line of her recent South American
liearance of so young a man would body of guarantors und prudent ln
Auxiliary to Anderson Camp, with months after sailing, came into ViWEST WASHINGTON
cruise.
1 quiet the mob. It's worth trying. not rushing to the conclusion that
Mrs. Mac Reed as hostess. The neatShaven harbor, crew, cargo, vessel
Miss Teresa F. Arau is guest of
Mr. and Mrs. John Leigher anl Mount the podium. Cellist Toscanini! because Boston will take at once to
party wUl be May «.
safe?
friends In Washington, D. C.
one week of opera it will swallow two
family have returned to South Cov- Try your luck!
The First National store In the entry, Conn., after visiting friends in Somebodv hands the 19-year-old with the same avidity. However, the
Tbe names of thc Rockland
Mrs. Katherine Sharpe who has
Arau block on Main street is to be town.
Toscanini a baton. With somewhat question can now be discussed with
been visiting her mother. Mrs. E. D. brothers, seaman and mate; vessel
discontinued.
Mrs.
Carrie
White
of
North
Grafless than complete confidence he ap- greater optimism than ever before.
Spear, has returned to New York.
loaded lime, struck a squall, seaman !
Comique Theater attractions: Sun- ton, Mass., visited Monday with Mrs. pears. And then something happens. There has been some talk of bring
washed over mate Insisted on turn- day and Monday, Edward O. RoblnForrest Chapman in Razorville.
Perhaps the fury of the house has ing thc whole Wagner ' Ring” which
ara Jordan and Maudla
Misses Barbara
lng back, did so, and came directly j son In "Barbara Coast;" Tuesday
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walter
Withee
were
already spent Itself. Perhaps there has not been done in Boston us a
Beaton were In Portland Thursday, j
on his brother picked him up safe and Wednesday, Fred McMurray and guests Sunday of Mr. Withee's parents, ls something in the quiet hearing j cycle for some time and not really
Joan Bennett in ”13 Hours by Air.
done since the war. Some opera
Henry B. Bird was In Portland and sound.
Mrs. Carrie White and Junior of his stranger that soothes and
Mozart has bcen suggested,
Thursday on busines.-,, accompanied 1 Too bad. isn't It. to lose these back Daylight saving schedule. Matinees Bridges have been visiting Mrs placates Whatever the reason, they i
by hls daughter, Miss Eleanor Bird. grounds. all we have! These two 2. evenings C:45 and 8:45; Sunday, White's sister, Mrs. Edson Wellman, permit him to begin the overture.
I true stories are not In Shore Nelgh- 2:30 and 7:30.
this week.
Toscanini's first gesture as a con
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Wynne had bors (will be ln the next one) but
Miss Gladys Coose entertains the
Mrs. Fred Babb who has been car ductor Is one which has since be
TODAY
as guests over the holiday Mrs. James many like these are recorded ir. , Lend-A-Ha:id Club Monday night. ing for her mother, Mrs. Sarah Smith, come historic.
CHARLES STARRETT
Determinedly he
Marthy. Mrs. Ernest Thurston, and Shore Neighbors by Anna E Cougliin
The Phdatheu Class met at thc in Waterville, has returned home.
closed the score, he knew "Aida" by
THE MYSTERIOUS AVENGER"
Thomas Russell, sisters and brother lin. Illustrated by Edgar Crockett, at church parlors last night with Mrs.
Mrs. Mildred Johnston and daugh heart, every beat of it, every note!
of Mrs. Wynne all of Bangor.
| Huston -Tuttle's, and 70 Broad 8t. Maude Young and Mrs. Florence ter. Mrs. Sheldon Wright of Damari We can only guess what his first
NEXT WEEK FRIDAY
_____
Price $2.—adv.
•
Manning as hostesses.
scotta. visited recently with Mrs. performance of “Aida" was like but
Laurel & Hardy
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Wotton and
-----------------Mrs. Grace Anderson will enter- Lizzie Wellman.
we may guess safely that Rio had
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Helller were in
; tain the ladies of the Methodist
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Jones and never before board such an “Aida."
VINALHAVEN
“The Bohemian Girl”
Portland Thursday.
■ Society Wednesday afternoon at her family of Razorville were ragper We do know that when the curtain
home on Harden avenue.
SATURDAY
guests Thursday of Mr. ar.d Mrs. Al closed on the first act there was a
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike and
Seaplane service will start regular
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will ton Wellman.
George Bancroft
storm of applause which rivaled ln
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Witham motored schedule to Rockland Tuesday leavobserve its annual birthday party
intensity and enthusiasm the storm
to Belfast Friday to attend the >"8 Vinalhaven at 815. standard
j Wednesday afternoon at the church
“Hell Ship Morgan”
of hate before the performance. Rio
ROCKVILLE
wedding of Fullerton Morgan and ,limt —adv.
! )>arlor. This will be the last meeting
clapped. Rio cheered. Rio had found
Miss Alice Coombs. Mr. Morgan is
before the summer vacation and a
Mrs. Fannie Brewster and daugh a new Idol. That season Miguez con
VEGETABLE VARIETIES
a nephew* of Mrs. Witham and hls '
large attendance Is desired. The an- ter Miss Emma Brewster motored ducted no more, and from that night
bride is the daughter of Mr. and
I nual reports will be given, officers last Saturday from Bedford, Mass. on Toscanini played no more cello,
Mrs. Charles R. Coombs who are Experiments At Higlimonr Farm
elected and refreshments served.
! Mrs. Brewster is opening her home except once as an honor to Verdi ui
Last Y'ear Inrludrd 30 Crops
frequent Rockland visitors.
Amity Lodge, FAM., last night for the summer. MLss Brewster re the first performance of "OthelloT at
i«87
Misses Alice and Margaret Helller For several years vegetable variety observed the annual Past Masters' i turned to Bedford after spending the t „ grain
are in Exeter, N. H., for the weekend trials have been made at Highmoor night and the Master Mason degree weekend.
was conferred on five candidates. A
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Fitzgerald of
This year In the 50th anniversary
guest ot thelr brother, Edward, a
Farm in Monmouth to learn which turkey banquet was served with West Waldoboro visited Wednesday ot that 'Aida" performance, Tos
student at rhillips Exeter Academy.
varieties of the various crops would George Comnt as chef.
at the home of Mr. Fitzgerald's aun; canini celebrated a half century of
The George 8. Cobb Auxiliary to Mrs. E. H. Perry. Recently thelr conducting. Much has happened to
MLss Esther Haskard of Rumford be the best adaDted to Maine grow
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
was overnight guest Monday of Rev. ing conditions. In 1935 about 30 the Sons cf Union Veterans was son, WlHiam, spent a few days with I Toscanini ln those 50 years. Hls
and Mrs. C. E. Brookes.
different crops were grow’n and the inspected last night by Department Mrs. Perry and made thc trip both triumphal procession has taken him
tc La Scala, to Vienna, to Paris, to
number of varieties of each varied Inspector, Genevieve Whitmore of ways on hls bicycle.
Mrs. Ella S. Bird and daughter. J from one to 34 .
Bangor. Supper was served.
Mrs. Fred Partridge and son Leslie Salzburg and to America. He has
Camden Lodge, meets Monday of West Upton spent last weekend beecme the most astounding and
Miss Mary Bird, who are enjoying a, gome of the crops grown were snap
sojourn tn Bermuda, are expected (jeans cabbage, cauliflower, sprout- night.
with Mr. and Mrs. Percie Fiske.
inexplicable genius of conducting
The meeting of the American
home Tuesday.
ing broccoli, cucumber, musk melon.
Mrs Lydia Lehtlnen of New York whom wc are likely to meet in our
(peas, lettuce, spinach, beet, carrot, Legionnaires of Knox county was is visiting her sister Mrs. Elmer lifetime. He has penetrated to the
Col. Basil H. Stinson has returned j tomato, and pepper. Observations largely attended here Thursday with Starr.
farthest recesses of hundreds of
from a brief visit in Boston.
Rev. Philip Tolman and fiancee masterpiec?s and he has given them
were made on such characteristics as Arey-Heal Post acting as host.
Miss Bertha Clason has returned Miss Hope Taylor of Whitinsville to us washed clean of stale tradl- I
Mrs. Lyford Ames has returned earliness, yield, type, and quality. A
from a visit with her mother in were guests last weekend of his tlons. Over and over again after a :
mimeographed
report
of
the
1935
home from Knox Hospital where she
Toscanini performance one listener J
father C. P. Tolman.
vegetable trials is ready for distribu Gardiner.
was a surgical patient.
Ralph Colson met with a serious
School has been closed this week has turned to another and said:
tion.
"This is how It must have sounded
Itooevik Club will meet Tuesday Besides the 1935 records this also accident Thursday night while at for the Easter vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Sinnett and son to the composer himself when he
afternoon with Mrs. Edward Benner, indicates vnrlctlcs which have proved tending the Council meeting of the
to be dependable and worth while in American Legionnaires. Coming out spent the holiday with friends and | created the music." What greater .
Broadway.
tribute can be paid?
the trials of previous seasons. A of the hall he fell down the stairs, relatives at Bailey's Island
Mrs. James Moran and sons James
The Masonic Assembly at Temple copy of this report may be obtained striking his head on thc granite
One of the pleasures of visiting
hall Thursday night brought out the from thc Maine Agricultural Experi steps. He was taken to Community and Donald arc visiting her father
Radio City Music Hall is to hear the '
Hospital and late yesterday after John S. RauIetU for the week.
usual large and Jolly crowd of Masons ment Station, Orono. Maine.
noon had not regained consciousness.
Miss Jane Bronkie has completed splendid orchestra under Erno
and their ladies and friends. Hosts
AND UP
You will enjoy writing letters on X-rays were taken and it is feared her work at Knox Hospital and has Rapee's smooth and sensitive cohwere Mr. and Mrs. Richard Bemis,
Your
Old
Range Taken In
ductorship.
The
members
have
been
the
accident
Is
serious.
a
private
case.
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Pomeroy, Mr. Rytex Double Check, offered during
Exchange
Mr. and Mrs. Louis A. Regnier are
Mrs. Edith Lermond of Camden a symphonic unit for several years,
and Mrs. Wilbur F. Senter, Miss April by The Courier-Gazette at $1.00
Atlantic Ranges are available in
Corice Thomas, and Harold Leach. a box for 200 single sheets and 100 occupying the MoCotob rent on | and her sister Mrs. Eedes of Brewer playing together at four, and some
Black and All Enamel Finishes
times
five,
performances
every
day.
called
Wednesday
on
Miss
Mabel
envelopes,
or
100
double
sheets
and
j
Chestnut
street.
Thc Assembly next Thursday will be>
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
and in broadcasts every Sabbath
in Camden, the Rockland members 100 envelopes. Including your name| Mrs. Jack Achorn Is assisting ln Oxton.
Frank
E.
Morrow's
jewelry
store.
Doris,
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
forenoon,
totalling
1.600
appearances
of the committee being Mr. and
and address or monogram for only
W W. Buller of West Meadow road per annum. What that means to an
This attractive stationery
G. L. St. Clair. The next RocklamL $1.00.
If you care to save 20% or more on spent a few days this week with her ensemble and its leader need hardly
comes in small pin checks in Ivory.
assembly will be May 7.
Blue. Orchid and Oreen, with your your automobile insurance insure aunt Mrs. Dana A. Sherer.
be emphasized, especially when lt ls
TEL. 98«
The rural roads about the village ■ added that their field covers sym
Spring is here. Drive a clean car. name and address or monogram with me ln a $3,000,000 company . M.
Washed for 73 cents at Fireproof Ga- I printed in a darker shade of ink. F. Lovejoy. 140 Talbot avenue, tel. have been put in good condition this phony, opera, ballet, accompaniments 313-325 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
47-tf
(for soloists, and arrangements of
rage.
40-52
Postage 10 cents.
1060-J, Rockland.
35-S tf
week.
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I
Hayes; dancers-Stella Young, Bar- :
bara Murray, Ione Louralne, Jose- '
phine Pellicane; "Wake Up and
Sing,” Joe Pietroskl; “If I had
in IMy Nursery Rhymes,'
"j, dance’ty vi’n.'^1-!
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COMICAL ONE

NEED RANGE OR FUEL OIL TODAY?
CALL US FOR
VERIFIED PRINTED METER SERVICE

Two Tickets Free To Each Theatre
First Prize—Katheryn Wood, Limerock St.

Second Prize—Sisko Lehto, Warren
SHOWING AT STRAND THEATRE
SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY

Al Jolson in “The Singing Kid"

no.61T

HUM. RiMS

,66.,

llnturaf
Nt>.58*W
SUWWBK

No 61-W

ON ALL
. WAVE-BANDS

HtTAt T08M
’PA

^4-rt <4.

4.

u

ROCKLAND

395 MAIN STREET

SUNDA Y-MONDAY-TUESDAY

Adanfic
RANGES

M9.50

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

4. a.v v ■ HAND
HORTON
-MANY
OTHERS
Experience, No. 8
D<r«('<d b/ Wrr K<ighl«y
v

Added, Voire of
NOW~PLAYTNG
“ROBIN IIOOD of EL DORADO"
with
W ARNER BAXTER. ANN LORING

A

FIrtl Notionol
Picture

Phone 892
Matinee 2. Evg. 6.30, 8.30 (wip]
Cont. Sat. 2.00 to 10.30
Daylight Saving Time

P...L4

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
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Every-Other-Day

MUSEUM BUILDING COMPLETED

25YEARSAGO

1911

A review from the columns of this
paper of some of the happenings
which interested Rockland and vi
cinity in this month, 1911.

1936

State Park At Knox Arboretum Gains An Asset
Of Great Value

GET THE UTMOST
IN SAFETY!

The two story brick building located Floors arc painted a French grey j
at Knox Arboretum, is to be fully Furnishings of the building will be
completed inside this week, ready for some of Mr. Lermond's fine antiques (
which are being reflnished before be
Edward A Knowlton entered upon
Medford. Ore., April 11. Oscar E j arrangement of specimens at the
ing set into the building. Exhibition
hls duties as city clerk.
Blackington of Gold Hill. Ore., and hands of the curator, Norman W
cases are also being reflnished before
Mrs. George Smith of Broadway Miss Christina E. Hall of Rockland. Lermond. who has been located in
being placed in the exhibition room J
fell, breaking one of her wrists.
Tenant's Harbor. April 9. Jesse F St Petersburg and Gulfport, Fla
The lighting is from the Central
Rev. B P Judd received a call from Wentworth of Appleton and Orace E during the winter, and who is ex
Maine Power Company, which strung
the Congress Street Methodist Church. Balano of St George.
pected to return to Maine ln May. [ half a mile of wire to the building
The fishing steamer Martin J Mo- j Tenant's Harbor. Peb. 14. Charles
Dedication of the building has been Heating will be furnished by the
ran was launched from Cobb. Butler A Coolbroth of Portland and Lizzie announced for Aug. 20. following the
furnace installed last fall by L. W
& Oo.'s yard.
A. Sweetland of St. Oeorge.
annual State Field Meeting of the McCartney of Rockland.
George Hatcher s hennery on Oay
Tenant's Harbor. April 13. Thomas Knox Academy of Arts and Sciences
Herbert L. Miller of Thomaston has
street was burned, and with it 200 W Beal of Jonesport and Mrs. Nellie
Knox County is fortunate to have superintended the completion of the
chickens.
M. Brown of Tenant's Harbor.
located within its boundaries, a state inside of the structure, with Lewis
Benjamin F. Collamore had a sleighRockland. April 11. Fred A. Sim- park of this size, connected with
Rokes of Rockland the boss carpen
ride April 9.
mons and Josephine Thompson, both which will be th^ art and science
ter, Harry Bickmore of Rockland the
There were 65 men on the pay-roll of St. George,
building, both for use by the Knox j finish carpenter. Clarence Barnes of
at the South Marine Railway.
St. Oeorge. April 16. Albert Elwell Academy of Arts and Sciences, al
South Thomaston the boss painter j
Scarlet fever was prevalent and and Ida Hall,
though State owned since Mr. Ler Harry Smith and Sherman Rokes 1
some schools were closed.
Vinalhaven. April 22, Sylvanus R mond turned over the property a year
both of Rockland, have also been em
Toby Lyons' troupe was playing in Pettee and Eliza M. Thompson.
and a half ago to the State that the ployed on the Job.
Ro.k.and.
Tenants Harbor. April 22. Wallace j building might be completed to save
Maine now has suitable quarters
Isaac Upham. 67. of Rockport, was McLaughlin of 8angerville and Hat- valuable books stored there which
for the exhibition of specimens and <
killed by falling rock ln the Eells tie Watts of Tenants Harbor.
. <ere being rulned by meittng snow
a laboratory for the testing of diseases
quarry at Simonton.
• • • •
seepage during the winter months.
of plants, shrubs and trees, peculiar
Capt. Llewellyn S. Norwood. 62.
Russell G. Dyer, formerly ot North
To complete this project, has cost
state, for control. Collections I
Owl’s Head lightkeeper. died after 15
Haven, died in Belfast, agei 66 He the State quite a sum of money, and WbjCh upon tj,e death of the collecyears' service.
had been grand secretary of the it is now up to Knox County and ;or went
olhw. States to enrich
Everett Philbrook bought the G W Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows 14 years. Maine to obtain benefit from that
thatJ. thetr collections may remain In
Drake hcuse on North Main street. j Mrs Elizabeth Kirkpatrick. 73. died money expended by making use oil
Maine, with the assurance that they
Harry B Bradbury opened a fhee in Thomaston.
everything
the park and the building thereon! will be properly cared for and ex
store at thc Northend.
Valuable information of nature hibited.
Franklin Starrett, 67, died tn War
So such collections are
E. H. Maxey bought E. A. Kr.cwl-, ren.
topics is there for the taking and the hencefor.h wUcited by the Knox
for your protection
Make The
ion's cabinet making business.
Capt. Lyman Stanley of the lobster! park Is a beauty spot tn Itself during Artx)retum.
COMPAR-O-GRAPH
Test!
on any road. Take a trial drive in
James A. Philbrook of the Head of smaek pauiine was fatally burned at the year The fact that it is located
he low price you pay for your 1936
gpr;ng
coming rapidly at the
Oldsmobile ... examine its safety fea
the Bay was knocked down whl’e Vina.haven while undertaking t jj in the county moans that it is a great arbore;um. with the appearance oi
Here it a quick, handy device for
Oldsmobile gives you everything
checking motor car featuret and values.
in modern safety features. Oldsmobile tures. Find out for yourself what it
trying to stop a runaway horse and start the galley fire with kerosene,
asset which will undoubtedly Increase the
tullps burb4> having been
Il permits you to compare the differ
protects you with a Solid-Steel ‘‘Tur
means
to have the utmost in security.
broke a shoulder blade.
George Abbott was found dead in in value as the years go on. It has p’a^^j
fall
[be circular bed
ence between Oldsmobile and other
ret -Top” Body by Fisher, with Safety
J. T. Ptnkham. blacksmith, ret red bed at his home in Thomaston.
•
TNI
SIX
•
•
THI
IIOHT
•
unknown possibllitlea. Meetings «>f at the end of the road. Shrubs plantcars of similar pries in many important
Glass all around. Self-energizing Superfrom business.
Herbert. 14, son of Capt. John Lew is orgamzat.ons throughout the Statealong the picturesque path—one
points of engineering and design. Come
Hydraulic
Brakes
assure
quick,
Conductor Risteen entered upon hls cf
Point feU from the barn g«b!e. can be held there, which will mean Qf lhf
at th. Arboretum
in and get your copy today, or write
smooth, straight-line stops. KneeOlds MotorWorks, Lansing, Michigan,
new duties as successor to the late suflenng a fractured skull and other much to this section by bringing in
begmnig to show swelling leaf
Sum $665 ind up .. . Eighta $810 and up. Iiat at
Action Wheels, the Ride Stabilizer,
nt all a round
andai
and a copy will be mailed you promptly.
Lanatnj Safaty Glaaa standardaqutpn
A W. Hodgkins.
visitors. Local schools can make use buds. A rapid change will be noted
injuries.
____
»
carilluatratad
ia
Spacialaccaaaory jroupa axtra. Tha eg
and Center-Control Steering give you
Capt. Samuel Rogers sold hls houne
tha Six-Cylinder Touring Sadan. 9820hat. A General
of it advantageously if they will. here in a month, with many of the
a safe, easy ride and positive control...
MotortValue .Naat6% O Af-A.C Tima Pay man t Plan
on Warren street to John E Leach.
AGNES tSNOWI CHAMBERLAIN
Nature topics are studied little flowering shrubs in full bloom
The directors of the Security Trust
enough In the schools. Students ad
Much of the underbrush has been
Co. voted to erect a new building at
Agnes Sn()W chamberlain of North vanced tn geology, entomology, and
away dur.ng the winter, mak
the corner of Main and Spring streets Weymouth. formerly of Spruce Head, mineralogy may come here for sum ing more emphatic the reillzatlon
Frank D. Haraden bought the John died at the Massachusetts Oeneral mer sessions.
that here indeed is a beauty spot,
Cock house on Limerock street.
This idea has been cherished in the where one can commune with nature
Hospital April 13. Bom at Spruce
R. K. Harvey closed his cobbler Head. 49 years ago daughter of For heart of Mr Lermond since 1993. and
rr
Naturalists will be glad that such
shop in Jones' block and moved to rest and Katherine Snow, she spent he has worked unceasingly to make
an arboretum or State Park 1s lo
Camden
all of her early life at S' -uce Head that dream come true.
cated at last within the boundaries
M H. Sullivan, who had been with village. After finishing her common
The new art and science building U 01 Maine-By Alena L. Surrett.
the John Bird Co . went to Sidney, schooling 'here she went to live with
......
Montana.
,Wr grandparents in Thomaston ; very attractive both outside and in.!
The dimensions 37x38. with two OLEANDERS BLOOMING
Justice Leslie C Cornish was pre- whcpe she entered Thomaston High
WINTER STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
.
—
siding over Knox County Supreme
graduating in the class of stories, allows ample space for some
time to come for the exhibiting of And It s 3 Beautiful Time Of
Court
1906. After this she spent a year at
t^e Year |n Florida, Writes
The sherifl and police departments
College, from which she specimens, laboratory and library. The
two
rooms
on
the
lower
floor
are
the
made eight liquor raids in one day.
late of Union, deceased. Herbert L.,Roy J. LaBranche. late of Rockland.
entered the teaching profession at
Helen Gushee
Obadiah Gardner assumed his du St. George and Rangeley Lakes. exhibition room 38x17, which one
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